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THE COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF LEGAL 
AND INSTITUTIONAL FRAMEWORKS  

 

THE CURRENT SITUATION IN THE FIELD OF PUBLIC PROCUREMENT 

 

In the analyses of legal and institutional frameworks of public procurement systems in 

Bosnia and Herzegovina, Macedonia, Montenegro and Serbia, two topics definitely assume 

the greatest prominence. The first topic is the pronounced anti-corruption dimension in 

shaping the legal and institutional framework. In the analyzed regulations, this dimension is 

practically more pronounced than the basic purpose of a public procurement law – to 

ensure supplies, works and services of an optimal quality and in an optimal timeframe at 

the most advantageous price. Numerous corruption risks in public procurement systems 

have largely shaped regulations in this field in Bosnia and Herzegovina, Montenegro, 

Macedonia and Serbia. 

The establishment of the integrity of a public procurement system largely depends on state 

institutions specialized for prevention and fight against corruption in the field of public 

procurement. These institutions are relatively new in all observed countries – they have 

been set up in the past dozen years and are often equipped with insufficient jurisdiction, 

insufficient guarantees of independent work and insufficient physical and technical 

capacities. The lack of clear political will for full establishment of these institutions as 

regulators and controllers of public procurements is also the feature of all monitored public 

procurement systems. However, such conditions are not the specificity of Western Balkan 

countries. For example, the Slovak Republic, the experience of which was very useful in 

conducting the present research, amended its public procurement legislation 25 times in 

2013. Moreover, the debate concerning the control and regulatory bodies in the field of 

public procurement and their independence continues unabated in the Slovak Republic. 

Even though the present analysis is focused on public procurement regulations and 

institutions, their functioning and potentials, the outcomes in the field of public 

procurement ought not to be examined in isolation from the broader institutional and legal 

framework.  

The second very pronounced topic in public procurement of all selected countries concerns 

the process of European integration. This is quite understandable given that all four states 
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undergo the accession process. Bosnia and Herzegovina is the potential candidate for 

membership in the European Union, while other three countries are candidates for 

membership.  

The integration process demands that all four states harmonize their national legislation 

and institutional arrangements with standards prevailing in the EU member states.  

Furthermore, the European integration process requires effective implementation of these 

regulations and firm indicators of their enforcement. 

The Slovak experience makes clear that the process of European integration in itself will not 

solve the problem of inefficiency of public procurement systems, high level of corruption or 

the problem of ensuring the integrity of these systems, even though it can provide strong 

support for developing basic elements of the system. The integrity of a public procurement 

system must be ensured in the context of building the entire legal and institutional 

framework. It should be aided by transparency of the work of public administration bodies 

and free access to information of public importance, anti-corruption regulations and 

policies related to prevention of the conflict of interest and money laundering, legislation 

regulating market competition, criminal and misdemeanor legislation and standards of 

good governance upheld in all public administration bodies in all four branches of 

government – the legislative, the executive, the judicial and the independent branch. The 

integrity of a public procurement system cannot boil down to selecting the most 

economically advantageous or the cheapest tender by applying the chosen public 

procurement procedure. Modest results of isolated attempts to advance the integrity of 

separate elements of these systems in the observed countries, made in the previous period, 

are telling in this regard. The advancement of the integrity of a public procurement system 

makes sense only if public procurement is perceived as the process which starts with 

identifying the needs and ends with reporting on and reviewing the awarded contract.   

The transparency of work and the right of access to information of public importance lie at 

the root of the integrity of a system. The observed countries have adopted up-to-date 

legislation and appropriate institutions that ought to ensure the highest level of publicity of 

work and access to information. The Law on Free Access to Information of Public 

Importance of Republic of Serbia has even been assessed as the best in the world.1 Greater 

transparency of the system is also ensured by public procurement portals which enable 

monitoring key stages of public procurement procedures and afford an insight into the 

most important documents.  

                                                           
1 http://www.rti-rating.org/country_data.php, accessed November 20, 2013. 

http://www.rti-rating.org/country_data.php
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However, when it comes to proactive publishing of information concerning public 

procurement, there is much room for improvement. The potential of public procurement 

portals that were set up in the observed countries is not fully used, which would have been 

the case if all information pertaining to all public procurement procedures regardless of the 

value of public procurements or the chosen type of procedure were to be published. The 

smallest number of proactively published information in the selected countries concerns 

contract performance and review. This type of information should be made more available 

to the stakeholders, given that possibilities for corruption are equal or more pronounced at 

that stage of a public procurement procedure than at the stage of planning or the conduct of 

a public procurement procedure.  

Speaking of values of public procurements or the choice of different types of public 

procurement procedures, it can be seen that in Serbia and in Bosnia and Herzegovina in 

2011 and 2012, a bulk of supplies, services and works were procured by applying the 

negotiated procedure with or without prior publication of a contract notice.  

In Bosnia and Herzegovina the negotiated procedure is applied even more frequently than 

the open procedure, which however ought to be the standard procedure. The exclusion of 

open competition to such an extent can hardly be justified, especially if we consider the 

results that Macedonia and Montenegro were able to achieve. It should be pointed out that 

the Serbian Public Procurement Law which came into force in 2013 led to significant 

reduction of the choice of the negotiated procedure, which is certainly a very positive 

development. In Bosnia and Herzegovina the number of applied negotiated procedures 

remained alarmingly high in 2013. The choice of a public procurement procedure, but also 

numerous other factors, may significantly reduce competitiveness of the public 

procurement process. One of the most frequent ways of eliminating competition in all four 

monitored states involves extremely demanding requirements for qualification of bidders, 

which often means that a public procurement procedure assesses the tenderer rather than 

the tender. 

The conflict of interest is high on the list of corruption risks. The legal systems of all 

selected countries contain regulations on the prevention of the conflict of interest. In 

Macedonia and Serbia the president and all members of a public procurement commission 

are obliged to sign statements on inexistence of the conflict of interest on their part 

regarding the public procurement they are involved in. However, rules for preventing the 

conflict of interest, regardless whether they are generally applicable or specifically 

designed for public procurement, fail to produce the best results. For example, no public 

procurement has ever been cancelled in Serbia due to existence of the conflict of interest, 

which suggests that there is a very low level of enforcement of regulations that should 
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ensure prevention or resolution of the conflict of interest i.e. sanction the use of public 

procurements for personal or group gains that go against the public interest.  

The capacities of regulatory and review bodies in the field of public procurement are as a 

rule below the level that would ensure the full exercise of their powers. In the observed 

countries, when two people become employed in these bodies it makes the news, while in 

Slovakia the Public Procurement Office employs over 100 law experts. In Serbia, for 

example, the number of law experts employed by the Public Procurement Office does not 

exceed ten.  

The full picture of a public procurement system, in addition to an analysis of the legal and 

institutional framework and legislation in this field, also requires an analysis of the basic 

quantitative indicators of the functioning of the system and the impact of public 

procurement on the economic and social system. The GDP and the taxpayer’s money are 

redistributed through public expenditures including public procurements. This means that 

a quantitative analysis of the functioning of a public procurement system is important and 

necessary because public procurement procedure and money disbursed for public 

purchases i.e. their regularity and legality determine the quality of public goods and 

services. They therefore determine the level of social welfare and the living standard.  

In order to better understand public procurement systems in the Western Balkan region, 

we have compared basic statistical information pertaining to public procurements in 

Serbia, Macedonia, Montenegro, and Bosnia and Herzegovina. The data pertain to 2011, 

2012 and 2013. They are expressed in foreign currency i.e. Euro and in percentages and 

include statistical information which pertains to: 

 

 total annual public procurement value, in absolute terms as well as in proportion to 

the gross domestic product (GDP) and budgetary expenditures;  

 

 public procurement value according to the type of public procurement, as well as 

percentage of public procurement value according to the type of procurement; 

 

 public procurement value in terms of the choice of the procedure and public 

procurement  value structure in terms of the applied procedure, taking into account 

types of procedure with the greatest absolute and relative prominence among 

conducted procedures in selected countries; 

 

 data which reflect intensity of competition in the field of public procurement, namely 

an average number of bids per awarded contract; 
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This comparative analysis of national public procurement systems remains incomplete for 

several reasons. The data are missing because official data are not collected, for example the 

data on the sources of funds used to publicly procure goods and services. Moreover, some 

statistical information is incomplete because in some countries there are no centralized and 

publicly available data, e. g. the data on misdemeanor or possibly even criminal charges in 

connection with public procurement law infringements. The third reason concerns the fact 

that the data are not comparable across countries, which is the case with data on values of 

public procurements in terms of the type of contracting authorities, because definitions and 

structures of contracting authorities differ across countries.  

 

VALUE OF PUBLIC PROCUREMENTS  

 

The tables and graphs show the total annual value of public procurements in four Western 

Balkan countries, namely Serbia, Montenegro, Macedonia and Bosnia and Herzegovina. The 

data on the total annual public procurement value in Macedonia are shown as values which 

include value-added tax (VAT).  

Namely, the Public Procurement Bureau collecting and keeping the data on public 

procurement conducted in Macedonia in 2009 ceased to calculate public procurement 

values excluding the value-added tax, with an explanation that only the data including the 

VAT are relevant because they show the real expenditure paid by institutions. In three 

consecutive years (2011, 2012 and 2013) of our monitoring, we observe the tendency of 

diminishing total annual value of public procurements in all countries. There is a 

substantial difference among annual public procurement values in Serbia and Bosnia and 

Herzegovina on the one hand and public procurement values in Montenegro and 

Macedonia, which is certainly the consequence of sizes of states and the volume of their 

respective public sectors. 
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* With the value-added tax  

The absolute value of annually procured supplies, works and services may not be a 

sufficiently good indicator for an analysis that attempts to determine the prominence of this 

type of public outlay in terms of its value. The proportion of the value of procurements to 

the total value of budgetary expenditures or the gross domestic product might be more 

telling about the extent of state involvement in economic transactions. Moreover, 

comparing these data with similar ones in other countries, primarily those in one’s geo-

economic neighborhood and on a similar level of development, provides a better insight 

into whether public procurement expenditures are excessive and  

2011 2012 2013 

B-H 1,599,747,100.69 1,820,438,595.86 1,399,071,644.75 

Macedonia* 962,323,704.00 916,476,088.00 853,522,772.00 

Montenegro 377,260,094.38 323,155,258.90 277,001,460.50 

Serbia 2,877,143,795.98 2,684,470,396.88 2,324,012,153.08 

Total annual public procurement value per country (in 
Euros)  

 

B-H 

Macedonia* 

Montenegro 

Serbia 

B-H Macedonia* Montenegro Serbia 

2011 1,599,747,100.69 962,323,704.00 377,260,094.38 2,877,143,795.98 

2012 1,820,438,595.86 916,476,088.00 323,155,258.90 2,684,470,396.88 

2013 1,399,071,644.75 853,522,772.00 277,001,460.50 2,324,012,153.08 

Total annual public procurement value per country (in 
Euros) 

 
 

2011 

2012 

2013 
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whether there is room for savings. The following two charts show the share of total annual 

values of public procurements in the gross domestic product and public expenditures of 

countries covered by the research.  

In all selected countries, the share of public procurements in GDP diminished in 2013 

compared to 2012. The greatest share of GDP is redistributed through public procurements 

in Macedonia and Bosnia and Herzegovina, followed by Montenegro. Lastly, the lowest 

percentage of public procurements in the country’s GDP can be found in Serbia. To get the 

whole picture, it is necessary to consider absolute amounts of funds spent on public 

procurements in the four countries. Comparatively the lowest share of public procurements 

in the GDP is found in Serbia, although the total value of public procurements was the 

highest in the same country, compared to other countries, in all three years of our 

monitoring. The highest share of public procurements in GDP in 2013 was recorded in 

Macedonia - 11%, and the lowest in Serbia - 7.27%. The average in 2013 was around 9% of 

GDP, which means that in Serbia and Montenegro below-average values of the share of 

public procurements in the GDP were recorded. Viewed annually, the highest share of 

public procurements in GDP in 2011 is found in Macedonia (13%), in 2012 in Bosnia and 

Herzegovina (12.95%) and in 2013 again in Macedonia with 11%. However, the tendency of 

diminishing share of public procurements in GDP is noticeable in all countries.  

 

 

B-H Macedonia Montenegro Serbia 

2011 12.38 13 11.67 9.14 

2012 12.95 12 10.26 8.78 

2013 9.68 11 8.3 7.27 
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Annual share of public procurement value in the GDP (in %) 
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When the share of public procurement expenditures in total budgetary expenditures is 

concerned, the average is approximately 25% in 2013 and 30% in 2012. Below-average 

values were recorded in Montenegro and Bosnia and Herzegovina in 2013. The greatest 

share of public procurements in the overall state budget was found in Macedonia in 2013, 

namely as much as 31%. Macedonia is followed by Serbia with almost 27%, Bosnia and 

Herzegovina with 22% and finally Montenegro with around 20%. The difference between 

the lowest recorded share in 2013 in Montenegro and the highest share in Macedonia is 

almost 11 percentage points, which is similar to previous years. Once again the data show 

that in all countries there was a decrease of the share of public procurements in total 

budgetary expenditures. Special progress was made in Bosnia and Herzegovina, where the 

share of public procurements in budgetary expenditures diminished from 35% in 2012 to 

22% in 2013, which is a reduction of as much as 13 percentage points i.e. 37%.  

2011 2012 2013 

B-H 12.38 12.95 9.68 

Macedonia 13 12 11 

Montenegro 11.67 10.26 8.3 

Serbia 9.14 8.78 7.27 
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Thus in 2013 approximately one-fourth of budgetary expenditures are spent on public 

procurements on average and around 9% of the gross domestic product is redistributed 

through state purchases, which is a nice progress given that in previous years, one-third of 

the budget and 11% of the GDP on average were redistributed through public 

procurements. In terms of efforts for fiscal consolidation, reducing public spending and 

state budget deficits, that is, in terms of the efforts to approximate the Maastricht criteria, 

this change can certainly be interpreted in very positive terms. 

B-H Macedonia Montenegro Serbia 

2011 32 37 26.94 33.44 

2012 35 35 22.95 30.33 

2013 22 31 20.13 26.67 
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VALUE OF PUBLIC PROCUREMENTS  

IN TERMS OF THE TYPE OF PROCUREMENT  

 

A comparison of data on public procurement values in terms of the type of procurement 

reveals that in all countries covered by the research, the procurement of supplies prevails. 

More than 55% of total funds disbursed for public procurements in 2013 in all countries, 

except in Macedonia, were disbursed for the procurement of supplies. In Macedonia this 

share is about 40%. The allocations for services and works are significantly lower in Serbia, 

Montenegro and Bosnia and Herzegovina, while in Macedonia the value structure of public 

procurement in terms of the types of procured items is the most balanced.  
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VALUE OF PUBLIC PROCUREMENTS IN TERMS OF 

THE CHOICE OF THE PROCUREMENT PROCEDURE 

 

The type of the applied public procurement procedure is the greatest indicator of 

transparency of the procedure and possibilities for abuse. An open procedure is 

recommended as the basic procedure that should be applied to conduct public procurement 

precisely because of the highest degree of transparency of the procedure. This rule applies 

to all four countries covered by the research. In addition to the open procedure, each 

individual national system also applies other procedures for conducting public 

procurement, such as the restricted procedure, the negotiated procedure with or without 

publication of a procurement notice and several other standard and specific types of 

procedure. Simultaneously, the four aforementioned procedures are applied in all countries 

covered by the research and have the greatest absolute and relative prominence in terms of 

the ratio between the public procurement value and the choice of the procurement 

procedure. The data on the value of items procured using the negotiated procedure in 

Bosnia and Herzegovina are lumped together and encompass the negotiated procedures 

with and without publication of a procurement notice. Furthermore, the data on the value 

of items procured using the restricted and the qualification procedure in Serbia are lumped 

together as the data on the restricted procedure.  
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* In the case of Bosnia and Herzegovina, the green lumps together values of items procured 

applying the negotiated procedure both with and without publication of a procurement notice  
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* In the case of Bosnia and Herzegovina, the green lumps together values of publicly items 

procured applying the negotiated procedure both with and without publication of a 

procurement notice 
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The open procedure prevailed among procedures applied to conduct public procurements 

in all four selected countries in 2013. The value structure of public procurements shows 

that in all three years of our monitoring, the share of the open procedure in Serbia was over 

50% and as much as 66% in 2013, while in Montenegro it was indeed very high and 

equaled around 84% on average. In Bosnia and Herzegovina in 2013 the share of the open 

procedure was around 42%, which is the lowest share of this procedure among other 

chosen procedures in countries under research, but it marks a progress compared to 

previous years when the share of this procedure in Bosnia and Herzegovina was around 

37%.  
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The share of the restricted procedure is very low in all countries except Serbia. The 

percentage share in items publicly procured using the restricted procedure in Montenegro 

is less than 0.1% and in Bosnia and Herzegovina this percentage share was between 0.5% 

and 2.3% in the three years of our monitoring. In Macedonia in 2013 the percentage share 

of the restricted procedure was 2.3%. In Serbia this percentage share was significantly 

higher and in 2013 equaled 10% of the total value of public procurements (with the 

restricted procedure also encompassing the pre-qualification procedure).    

The negotiated procedures are classified into the procedures with and the procedures 

without prior publication of a contract notice, the negotiated procedure with prior 

publication having the higher level of transparency.  

In Serbia the share of the negotiated procedure with prior publication of a contact notice 

stands between 5% and 7% in the three years covered by the research. In Macedonia in 

2013 this procedure was applied in 6.8% of public procurements and their total value. This 

marks a decrease of the use of this procedure compared to previous years when it was 

absolutely and relatively the second most frequently applied type of public procurement 

procedure. The share of the negotiated procedure with prior publication in the total value 

of public procurement in Montenegro is negligible, practically equaling the margin of error.  

The negotiated procedure without prior publication is absolutely and relatively the second 

most frequently chosen public procurement procedure in Serbia and in Montenegro. In 

Serbia, the share of this procedure in the total value of public procurements in 2013 

decreased to 17% (from previous 28%), which is a good sign of progress.  
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In Montenegro the share of this procedure over the three monitored years was around 

3.3% on average. In Macedonia around 11% of the total value of supplies, works and 

services were publicly procured using the negotiated procedure without prior publication 

of a contract notice, which marks an increase compared to previous years. In Bosnia and 

Herzegovina, the situation is specific. Around 40% of supplies, works and services were 

publicly procured in 2013 using the negotiated procedure - an extremely negative indicator 

given the recommendation that the open procedure should be applied as the basic type of a 

public procurement procedure.  

If the level of transparency in the field of public procurement were to be measured on the 

basis of the value structure of supplies, works and services publicly procured using the 

recommended public procurement procedure, then the conclusion could be drawn that the 

highest level of transparency and observance of rules regarding the choice of the open 

procedure as the basic public procurement procedure was only achieved in Montenegro. It 

is followed by Macedonia where the open procedure was applied in over 60% of cases. In 

Serbia progress was made in 2013 compared to previous years and the share of the open 

procedure increased, while the share of the negotiated procedure without prior publication 

of a contract notice decreased, but the public procurement system in Serbia can still be said 

to be less transparent than the one in Montenegro or Macedonia. The grimmest situation is 

certainly in Bosnia and Herzegovina, where the negotiated procedure still makes a large 

share of all public procurement procedures. This is best illustrated by the following graphs.   
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* In the case of Bosnia and Herzegovina, the green lumps together values of supplies, works 

and services publicly procured applying the negotiated procedure both with and without 

publication of a procurement notice  
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INTENSITY OF COMPETITION 

 

The public procurement systems which apply less transparent types of procedures, such as 

those without issuing the call for competition, are characterized by expectedly lower 

intensity of competition among bidders, precisely due to the low level of information and 

impossibility of bidders to submit their bids. The intensity of competition is best graded in 

terms of an average number of bids per tender i.e. the awarded contract and the percent of 

contracts awarded to the single bidder. The competitive intensity is an important indicator 

because a higher level of competitiveness leads to lower prices i.e. higher quality of 

procured items, as well as to lower and more purposeful public spending on procurement.  

The following graphs show the data on the average number of bids per tender in Serbia, 

Montenegro and Macedonia. This type of data is not available in Bosnia and Herzegovina, 

because the Public Procurement Agency of Bosnia and Herzegovina does not collect this 

sort of data as a part of the official statistics and because they cannot be found in the SIGMA 

reports. This makes the comparison among countries incomplete. Moreover, the Public 

Procurement Bureau in Macedonia discontinued publishing this sort of data in 2013, so the 

data for Macedonia for 2013 also had to be omitted from the analysis. In Montenegro the 

data indicate that there was a decrease of competitive intensity over the three years of our 

monitoring. In Serbia the average number of bids per tender in 2013 remained almost 

unchanged compared to the year before and is lower than the number of bids per tender in 

Montenegro. These findings can certainly be considered a negative indicator of the state of 

public procurement markets of these states.  
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COMPLIANCE OF LEGISLATION  
WITH EUROPEAN UNION DIRECTIVES 

 

What follows is primarily the legal analysis which represents a comparison of the pertinent 

legal and institutional public procurement frameworks in the four aforementioned 

countries, namely Serbia, Montenegro, Macedonia and Bosnia and Herzegovina.  

The analysis is structured into four parts, in the following order:  

1. Thresholds; 

2. Contracting authorities2, 

3. Public procurement  review procedures, 

4. Main institutions in the public procurement system. 

 

Each part is equally structured: we first provide a short overview of EU requirement in the 

given area and then describe policies adopted in the observed Balkan counties in this field. 

Finally we give an opinion on the extent to which the adopted solutions accord with the EU 

requirements and whenever possible also provide policy recommendations to improve 

regulations so as to make them align more with the EU rules.  

                                                           
2 In what follows the term contracting authorities will be used interchangeably with the terms contracting 
entities, procuring entities and procurers.  
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I Thresholds 
 

EU requirements 

 

The thresholds are regulated by Directives 2004/17/EC and 2004/18/EC and amended by 

the Commission Regulation (EU) No. 1336/2013. In addition to the aforementioned 

Directives, on February 26th, 2014 two new Directives were adopted – the Directive 

2014/25/EU repealing the Directive 2004/17/EC and the Directive 2014/24/EU repealing 

the Directive 2004/18/EC. Both new Directives came into force but their enforcement is 

postponed until April 18, 2016.3 Until then national legislation of the member states ought 

to be aligned with solutions contained in the two new Directives. Due to the EU monetary 

union, the thresholds are expressed in Euros. The threshold values in national currencies of 

member states not participating in the monetary union are revised every two years as of 

January 1st, 2004. The thresholds differ depending on the sectors to which they pertain.  

At the moment of writing this report, the following threshold values apply:4   

Directive 2004/18/EC (the so-called “classical directive”)5 

 

 5,186,000.00 Euros:6 

 Public work contracts;  

 Public works concession contracts; 

 Subsidized public works contracts. 

 

The contracting authorities at the central level of government:  

 207,000.00 Euros - all contracts concerning services referred to in Annex II – B 

of the Directive, certain telecommunications services and R&D services; all 

design contests concerning these services and all subsidised services; 

 134,000.00 Euros - All contracts and design contests concerning services 

referred to in Annex II – A, except contracts and design contests concerning 

certain telecommunications services and R&D services; 
                                                           
3 Until then Directives 2004/17/EC and 2004/18/EC remain in force.  
4 As was mentioned, the values are stipulated by the Commission Regulation no. 1336/2013 of December 13th, 
2013. 
5 Directive 2014/25/EU envisages identical solutions regarding threshold values. 
6 For all contracting authorities, regardless which level of government they belong to. 
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 134,000.00 Euros - all public supplies contracts awarded by the contracting 

authorities which do not operate in the field of defence;  

 134,000.00 Euros - all public supplies contracts awarded by the contracting 

authorities operating in the field of defence and concerning the products 

referred to in Annex V of the Directive;  

 207,000.00 Euros - all public supplies contracts, awarded by the contracting 

authorities operating in the field of defence and concerning the products which 

are not referred to in Annex V of the Directive;  

The contracting authorities at the sub-central levels of government: 

 207,000.00 Euros - all public service contracts, all design contests, the contracts 

on subsidized services, all public supplies contracts. 

 

Directive 2014/24/EU repealing the Directive 2004/18/EC envisages new solutions for 

threshold values. For the procurement of works the same threshold values apply, but the 

Directive also stipulates: 

 134,000.00 Euros - public supply and service contracts and design contests 

awarded by central government authorities; where public supply contracts are 

awarded by contracting authorities operating in the field of defence, that 

threshold shall apply only to contracts concerning products covered by Annex III 

of the Directive;  

 207,000.00 Euros - public supply and service contracts and design contests 

awarded by sub-central contracting authorities; that threshold shall also apply to 

public supply contracts awarded by central government authorities that operate 

in the field of defence, where those contracts involve products not covered by 

Annex III of the Directive;  

 750,000.00 Euros - public service contracts for social and other specific services 

listed in Annex XIV of the Directive. 
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The Directive 2004/17/EC (the so-called “Utility Directive”) 

 

 5,186,000.00 Euros - public works contracts; 

 414,000.00 Euros - all supplies and services contracts and all design contests 

 

The Directive 25/2004/EU repealing the Directive 2004/17/EC envisages one new solution 

regarding the threshold values. The aforementioned solutions remain unchanged but the 

Directive also stipulates: 

 

 1,000,000.00 Euros - public service contracts for social and other specific 

services listed in Annex XIV of the Directive; 

 

Threshold values adopted in selected countries 

 

1. Bosnia i Herzegovina 

 

The new Public Procurement Law of Bosnia and Herzegovina passed by the House of 

Representatives of the Parliamentary Assembly of Bosnia and Herzegovina on March 13th, 

2014 and by the House of Peoples on April 29th, 2014, entered into force on May 27th, 2014 

and became effective on November 27th, 2014. This Law makes a step forward, precisely in 

the direction emphasized as necessary in our previous analysis.7 Namely, the Law annuls 

the difference between primary i.e. domestic threshold values and international threshold 

values.  

 

Depending on the estimated contract value, the Law envisages the procedure which the 

procuring entity is obliged to conduct: 

 

                                                           
7 “ Public Procurement in Bosnia and Herzegovina, Montenegro, Macedonia and Serbia –Comparative Analysis of 

Legal and Institutional Framework,“ p. 24 - . - 
http://balkantenderwatch.eu/btw/uploaded/Comparative/Comparative%20analysis%20of%20legal%20and
%20instiutional%20framework.pdf 

http://balkantenderwatch.eu/btw/uploaded/Comparative/Comparative%20analysis%20of%20legal%20and%20instiutional%20framework.pdf
http://balkantenderwatch.eu/btw/uploaded/Comparative/Comparative%20analysis%20of%20legal%20and%20instiutional%20framework.pdf
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Type of procedure Estimated contract value 

 

Direct Agreement 

 

< 6.000,00 BAM (3.061,22 EUR) 

 

Competitive request for quotations 

(The Law leaves the possibility for 

contracting authorities, if they want, to 

conduct some of the following procedures: 

the open procedure, the restricted 

procedure, the negotiated procedure with 

or without publication of a procurement 

notice, the design contest or the 

competitive dialogue); 

< 50.000,00 BAM (25.510,20 EUR) 

For public supplies and services 

contracts,  

and 

< 80.000,00 BAM (40.816,32 EUR) 

For works contracts 

Open, Restricted or Negotiated 

procedure with or without publication 

of notice, Design contest or Competitive 

dialogue 

> 50.000,00 BAM (25.510,20 EUR) to 

 < 250.000,00 BAM (127.551,02 EUR) 

(central government authorities, entity-

level authorities and local authorities and 

associations established by such 

authorities), that is  

 

> 50.000,00 BAM (25.510,20 EUR) to 

 < 400.000,00 BAM (204.081,63 EUR) for 

supplies and services contracts (legal 

entities governed by public law), that is 

 

> 50.000,00 BAM (25.510,20 EUR)to  

< 800.000,00 BAM (408.163,27 EUR) for 

supplies and services contracts 

(contracting authorities operating in the 

water, energy, transport, postal services 

sectors as well as contracting authorities 

granted special or exclusive rights) 
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> 80.000,00 BAM (40.816,32 EUR)to  

< 9.000.000,00 BAM (4.591.836,73 EUR) 

for works contracts 

Open, Restricted or Negotiated 

procedure with or without publication 

of notice, Design contest or Competitive 

dialogue  

- with additional obligation of publication 

of a public procurement summary in 

English on the Public Procurement Portal 

of Bosnia and Herzegovina 

 

> 250.000,00 BAM (127.551,02 EUR) for 

procurement of goods or services 

(central, entity- and local-level government 

institutions and associations established by 

those institutions), that is  

> 400.000,00 BAM (204.081,63 EUR) for 

procurement of goods or services (legal 

entities governed by public law), that is 

> 800.000,00 BAM (408.163,27 EUR) za 

nabavku roba ili usluga  

(contracting authorities operating in the 

energy, transport, postal services and 

water supply sectors as well as contracting 

authorities granted special or exclusive 

rights) 

 

Open, Restricted or Negotiated 

procedure with or without publication 

of notice, the Design contest or 

Competitive dialogue  - the provisions of 

Chapter I i.e. Article 19 and provisions of 

Articles 25 to 35 of Bosnia and 

Herzegovina  PPL with the additional 

obligation of publication of a public 

procurement summary in English on the 

Public Procurement Portal of Bosnia and 

Herzegovina 

 

> 9.000.000,00 BAM (4.591.836,73 EUR) 

for works contracts 
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2. Montenegro 
 

 

The public procurement procedure is chosen depending on the estimated public 

procurement value classified into one of the following threshold values:  

 

– I threshold – when the estimated public procurement value does not exceed 

5.000,00 EUR, the contracting authority shall perform the Direct agreement;  

– II threshold – when the estimated public procurement value is from 5.000,00 EUR to 

25.000,00 EUR for supplies and services contracts or when the estimated value is 

from 5.000,00 EUR to 50.000,00 EUR for works contracts, the contracting authority 

shall perform the Shopping method;  

– III threshold - when the estimated public procurement value exceeds 25.000,00 EUR 

for supplies and services contracts or when the estimated contract value exceeds 

50.000,00 EUR for works contracts, the contracting authority shall perform some of 

the procedures listed in Article 20, items 1 to 7, of the Public Procurement Law 

(enumerated in the following paragraph);  

 

For public procurements of estimated value within the threshold values I and II, the 

procedures listed in Article 20, items 1 to 7, of the Montenegrin Public Procurement Law 

may be applied (Open procedure, Restricted procedure, Negotiated procedure with prior 

publication of a contract notice, Negotiated procedure without prior publication of a 

contract notice, Framework agreement, Consulting services, Contest).  

 

 

3. Macedonia 

 

Macedonian Public Procurement Law establishes mandatory public procurement process in 

line with the EU thresholds. The thresholds are: 

 

– 20.000,00 EUR in Denars (VAT excluded) for supplies and services  

– 50.000,00 EUR in Denars (VAT excluded) for works.  

The simplified competitive dialogue with prior publication of a contract notice is mandatory 

for each procurement between 500 EUR and 20.000,00 EUR for supplies and services and 

50.000,00 EUR for works, VAT excluded.  
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4. Serbia 

 

The thresholds established by the Serbian Public Procurement Law are as follows:  

– For public supplies, services and works contracts, the estimated value of which does 

not annually exceed 400.000,00 RSD (3432 EUR), the contracting authorities are 

not obliged to apply the provisions of the Serbian PPL; 

– Low-value public procurements for purposes of this Law are procurements of 

supplies, services or works, the estimated value of which does not annually exceed 

3.000.000,00 RSD (25.717,96 EUR); 

– For all public procurements exceeding 3.000.000,00 RSD (25.717,96 EUR), the 

contracting authorities are obliged to conduct some of the procedures envisaged by 

Articles 33 to 38 of the PPL (Open, Restricted, Qualification, Negotiated procedure 

with or without invitation to bid, Competitive dialogue or Design contest); 

– The contracting authorities, fulfilling the conditions envisaged by the Law on 

Application of Electronic Auctions,8 the public procurements of which exceed the 

total annual value of 700.000.000,00 RSD (6.000.857,27 EUR), are obliged to 

establish the information system and to conduct electronic auctions; 

– For public procurements the estimated value of which exceeds 1.000.000.000,00 

RSD (8.333.333,00 EUR) the Law strictly stipulates the mandatory appointment of 

a Civil Supervisor who supervises and monitors the procedure itself and submits a 

report after the conducted procedure. 

  

                                                           
8 The conditions envisaged by Article 42 of the Public Procurement Law of Republic of Serbia (“Official Gazette 
of Republic of Serbia” no. 124/2012). 
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Conclusions and comments: 

 

The thresholds in all selected countries are far below the requirements set forth 

by the EU public procurement legislation. The reason for these solutions in 

domestic legislation is the intention of legislators to leave as little space as 

possible for misconduct and corruption i.e. to force the contracting authorities to 

implement the Law in the great majority of cases of procuring public 

supplies/services/works. However, given that the ongoing process of EU 

integration will require the national legislation to align its solutions with the 

requirements of the EU Directives, it is necessary to point out that this will be a 

task that will require a lot of thoughtful and careful conduct. National 

regulations will have to find the way to narrow the space for corruption using 

other appropriate legal tools.  

 

 

 

II Contracting authorities/entities (procurers) 
 

In order to enforce a public procurement law, it is necessary to determine whether the 

procurer in question is a contracting authority/entity for purposes of the given public 

procurement law. In fact, if the procurer falls outside the given category of a contracting 

authority/entity, it is not obliged to apply legally envisaged public procurement procedures 

in order to procure works, supplies or services. 
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EU requirements 
 

Directive 2004/18/EC9 

 

"Contracting authorities" are State, regional or local authorities, bodies governed by public 

law, associations formed by one or several such authorities or one or several of such bodies 

governed by public law.  

"A body governed by public law" means (1) any body established for the specific purpose of 

meeting needs in the general interest, not having an industrial or commercial character, (2) 

having legal personality and (3) financed, for the most part, by the State, regional or local 

authorities, or other bodies governed by public law; or subject to management supervision 

by those bodies; or having an administrative, managerial or supervisory board, more than 

half of whose members are appointed by the State, regional or local authorities, or by other 

bodies governed by public law;  

"A public undertaking" is any undertaking over which the contracting authorities may 

exercise directly or indirectly a dominant influence by virtue of their ownership of it, their 

financial participation therein, or the rules which govern it.  

A dominant influence on the part of the contracting authorities shall be presumed when 

these authorities, directly or indirectly, in relation to an undertaking:  

a) hold the majority of the undertaking’s subscribed capital, or  

b) control the majority of the votes attaching to shares issued by the undertaking, or  

c) can appoint more than half of the undertaking’s administrative, management or 

supervisory body.  

Directive 2004/18/EC specifically excludes from its scope the contracts awarded by the 

contracting authorities exercising one or several areas of jurisdiction in the utility sector. 

Thus all public bodies operating in the utility sector must comply with the Utility Directive 

2004/17/EC and must adhere to procedures and apply all procedural rules. For an area of 

jurisdiction not related to the utility sector, provisions on the operations of the public 

sector apply.  

 

                                                           
9 The new Directives retain the existing definitions of the contracting authorities and other related terms. 
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Directive 2004/17/EC 

 

The contracting entities in the utilities sector regulated by the Directive 2004/17/EC are 

legal persons:  

a) which are contracting authorities or public undertakings and which pursue one 

of the activities referred to in Articles 3 to 7 – the so-called “activities in the 

utilities sector.” They are gas, heat and electricity, water, transport services, 

postal services, exploration for, or extraction of, oil, gas, coal or other solid fuels, 

as well as ports and airports; 

b) which, when they are not contracting authorities or public undertakings, have as 

one of their activities any of the activities referred to in Articles 3 to 7, or any 

combination thereof and operate on the basis of special or exclusive rights 

granted by a competent authority of a Member State. 

 

Importantly, for the purposes of the above Directive 2004/17/EC, "special or exclusive 

rights" mean rights granted by a competent authority of a Member State by way of any 

legislative, regulatory or administrative provision the effect of which is to limit the exercise 

of activities defined in Articles 3 to 7 to one or more entities, and which substantially affects 

the ability of other entities to carry out such activity. 

 

Definitions of the contracting authorities in the selected countries 

 

1. Bosnia i Herzegovina 

 

Under the Public Procurement Law of Bosnia and Herzegovina the contracting authority is: 

 

a) Every institution in Bosnia and Herzegovina, the entities, Brčko District of 

Bosnia and Herzegovina, at the cantonal, city, or municipal level; 

b) Legal persons established for a specific purpose with the objective of meeting 

the needs of general interest, not having an industrial or commercial character 

and meeting at least one of the following conditions: 
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- financed, for the most part, from public funds or 

– subject to management supervision by the contracting authorities 
referred to in a) and b) above, or 

– having an assembly, managerial or supervisory board, more than half of 

whose members are appointed or elected representatives of contracting 

authorities referred to in items a) and b) above. 

c) An association established by one or more of the aforementioned contracting 

authorities. 

 

The Public Procurement Agency shall adopt a rulebook comprising a list of categories of 

contracting authorities, by categories that shall be under obligation to apply this Law. All 

contracting authorities included in the definition of this Article shall have the duty to apply 

this Law even if they are not included in the list of contracting authorities.  

In addition, the Law defines the term of the sectoral contracting authority.  

Sectoral contacting authorities shall be under obligation to apply this Law if they are 

performing activities in water supply, energy, transport, and postal services, as follows: 

a) The contracting authority in terms of the Law when procuring supplies, services 

or works for purposes of carrying out activities in the area of water, energy, 

transport or postal services sectors; 

b) Company in which a contracting authority or several contracting authorities may 

have direct or indirect prevailing influence on the basis of ownership, financial 

share, or regulations applicable to the company and which carries out one or 

several activities in the area of water, energy, transport or postal services 

sectors, procuring supplies, services or works for the purpose of carrying out 

these activities. 

The prevailing influence in terms of the Law shall exist when the contracting 

authority directly or indirectly: 

- own a clear majority of registered equity in that company, or  

- hold a clear majority of votes related to shares in that company, or 

- may appoint more than half of the members of the management, 

managerial or supervisory board in that company. 
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c) Company which operates on the basis of special or exclusive rights carrying out 

one or several activities in the water, energy, transport and postal services 

sectors, procuring supplies, services or works for the purpose of carrying out 

these activities and is not the contracting authorities in terms of the Law or the 

economic undertaking in terms of the previous points obliged to apply the Public 

Procurement Law.  

Where one of these activities are carried out by several economic undertakings not 

encompassed by points a), b) or c) above, the Council of Competition of Bosnia and 

Herzegovina shall, upon the request by the Public Procurement Agency, and on the basis of 

a request by the concerned contracting authority, declare whether the relevant market for 

the activity in question is competitive. Where that relevant market is declared to be 

competitive by the decision taken by the Council of Competition of Bosnia and Herzegovina, 

the economic undertaking carrying out the concrete activity is not obliged to apply the Law 

to carry out the said activity. 

When it comes to subsidized contracts, the provisions of the new Public Procurement Law 

of Bosnia and Herzegovina fully comply with the EU Directives. Namely, the new Public 

Procurement Law of Bosnia and Herzegovina envisages that the contracting authorities, if 

they subsidize service or work contracts with over 50%, must ensure that the PPL of Bosnia 

and Herzegovina applies or must conduct the public procurement procedure themselves. 

The previous legislation envisaged that the PPL of Bosnia and Herzegovina should apply to 

all contracts subsidized by the contracting authorities even with the smallest amount.  

 

2. Montenegro 

 

Under the Montenegrin Public Procurement Law, the following public bodies are obliged to 

conduct public procurement procedures:  

a) State administration bodies, local self-government units, public services and 

other beneficiaries of the Budget of Montenegro, that is the Budget of the local 

self-government unit and other public funds performing tasks of public interest. 

In relation to these public authorities an exception is applies under the Article 2 

of the Montenegrin PPL. Diplomatic and consular missions of Montenegro 

abroad, military-diplomatic representatives and units of the army of Montenegro 

in the international forces and peacekeeping missions as well as for other 

activities performed abroad are obliged to conduct the types of public 

procurement procedures and the manner of their conducting as envisaged by the 
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regulations of the Government of Montenegro, rather than by the Montenegrin 

PPL.  

All the entities to which this Article pertains and which fall within the exception 

must submit the request to be registered as the bodies with the exception from the 

Law on the list of the covered contracting authorities (procurers); 

b) business organizations and legal entities performing tasks of public interest: 

- where the state, or a local self-government unit possesses over 50% of 

the shares or stake in that business organization or legal entity, or 

- where more than half the members of that business organization or legal 

entity's managing body are representatives of the state administration 

body or the local self-government body, or  

- where the representatives of the state administration body or the local 

self-government body have more than half the votes in the managing 

body of that business organization or legal entity, or 

- where the body referred to in item a) supervises the operation of that 

business organization or legal entity. 

c) business organizations, legal entities, entrepreneurs and natural persons for 

procurement of goods, services and awarding work assignments that are funded 

by more than 50% from the Budget of Montenegro, local self-government unit 

and other public funds or by the funds of the business organization or the legal 

entity referred to in item b);  

d) procurement of goods and services and awarding work assignments for 

operations in the areas of water management, energy, mining, 

telecommunications, postal services and transport, when these operations are 

performed in accordance with provisions of Articles 108 to 113 of the 

Montenegrin PPL. Under Article 108 of the Montenegrin PPL, contracting 

authorities of public procurement in the water management, energy, mining, 

telecommunications, postal and transport sectors are the contracting authorities 

referred to above in items a) to c) and the entities which are granted special or 

exclusive rights, when procuring goods, services or works necessary for the 

performance of the following activities (under Article 110 of the Montenegrin 

PPL): 1) construction, maintenance, supply and exploitation of facilities for the 

production, transport or transmission and distribution of potable water, 

electricity, gas and heat; 2) exploration for or production of oil and gas 

(hydrocarbons), exploration for or extraction of coal and other solid fuels;  
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3) construction, maintenance and utilization of telecommunications networks 

and facilities and provision of telecommunication services; 4) construction, 

maintenance and utilization of facilities used in postal transport; 5) construction, 

maintenance and utilization of facilities used in air, sea, lake, river and railway 

transport, as well as regular urban and suburban passenger transport in road 

transport that is performed by buses. The subjects of public procurement in the 

energy sector are also the procurement of electricity, oil and gas in accordance 

with Article 109 of the Montenegrin PPL.  

The list of covered parties referred to above in item d) is published on the public 

procurement portal of the competent state authority in Montenegro.  

Importantly, the contracting authorities are obliged to implement this Law even in 

cases when they are not included in the aforementioned list of covered parties.  

Article 109 of the Montenegrin PPL defines holders of special and exclusive rights. 

According to the wording of Article 109, if, in accordance with the Law, special or exclusive 

rights have been granted to a person other than the contracting authority referred to in 

items a) to d) to perform the activities referred to in Article 110 of the Law, the holder of 

such a right is obligated, when procuring goods, services or works necessary for the 

performance of such activities, to act like a contracting authority under the provisions of 

the Public Procurement Law of Montenegro.  

A special or exclusive right referred to above is any right granted by the competent state 

authority or a local self-government unit, to a limited number of entities to perform the 

activities referred to in Article 110, as mentioned above, in a certain geographical area.  

 

3. Macedonia 

 

Under the Macedonian Public Procurement Law, the contracting authorities are:  

a) state authorities, local self-government units and the City of Skopje; 

b) legal entities established for a specific purpose for meeting the public interest 

needs, which are of non-industrial or non-commercial nature, and which are 

mainly financed by the contracting authorities referred to above in the point a) 

or by other such legal entities, or which are subject to control of their operations 

by the contracting authorities referred to above in the point a) or by other such 

legal entities, or in which more than half of their governing or supervisory board 
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members are appointed by the contracting authorities referred to above in the 

point a) or by other such legal entities; 

c) associations established by one or several contracting authorities referred to 

above in point a)  and point b); 

d) public enterprises, joint stock companies and limited liability companies wherein 

the contracting authorities referred to in points a), b) and c) above have 

dominant direct or indirect influence through ownership, i.e. if they hold the 

major share of the company’s capital, have majority vote of the stockholders or 

appoint more than half of the governing or supervisory board members of the 

enterprise or the company, and which carry out one or more utilities activities 

(water supply, energy, transport, postal services, and other covered activities in 

the Macedonian PPL, concretely in its Chapter IX) in the cases when they award 

public procurement contracts or conclude framework agreements for the 

purpose of carrying out appropriate activities, and 

e) any legal entity, other than those referred to in points a) to d), which carries out 

one or more activities in areas of natural monopolies, on the basis of a special or 

exclusive right, in the cases when it awards public procurement contracts or 

concludes framework agreements for the purpose of carrying out appropriate 

activities. 

The Government of the Republic of Macedonia shall determine an indicative list of 

contracting authorities as referred to in the above points a) to e).  

 

4. Serbia 

 

Under the Serbian Public Procurement Law, the contracting authority is defined as:  

a) the budget beneficiary, and organization for compulsory social insurance and its 

users, within the meaning of the law governing the budget system; 

b) legal entity established for performing activities of common interest, where any 

of the following conditions are met:  

 over 50% is financed from the contracting authority’s funds, or  

 contracting authority supervises the operation of that legal entity, or  

 more than a half of members of that legal entity’s managing body are 

representatives of the contracting authority (procurer).  
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c) public enterprise.  

 

At the beginning of a budget year, upon proposal made by line ministry in charge of finance 

and the Public Procurement Office, the Government determines the list of contracting 

authorities. The list of contracting authorities is published in “The Official Gazette of the 

Republic of Serbia” and on the Public Procurement Portal. The Public Procurement Law 

includes also a general clause establishing that entities not on the list determined by the 

Government and which meet some of the conditions referred to in points above, are obliged 

to apply the Public Procurement Law.  

 

In addition, the Law envisages in a separate Article the definition of the contracting 

authority in public procurement in areas of water management, energy, transport and 

postal services in a way described on the following page.  

The contracting authority is: 

a) the contracting authority in the typical meaning of the Law performing an 

activity in the area of water management, energy, transport or postal services, 

when conducting public procurement for the needs of performing these 

activities;  

b) the person performing the activity in the areas of water management, energy, 

transport and postal services, on the basis of exclusive or special rights, when 

conducting public procurement for the needs of performing these activities.  

 

At the beginning of a budget year, upon proposal made by the line ministry in charge of 

finance, the line ministry in charge of water management, energy and transport and the 

Public Procurement Office, the Government determines the list of contracting authorities 

which is published in “The Official Gazette of the Republic of Serbia” and on the Public 

Procurement Portal of the Public Procurement Office. The Public Procurement Law in this 

case also includes a general clause establishing that entities not on the list determined by 

the Government and which meet some of the conditions referred to in points a) or b) above, 

are obliged to apply the Public Procurement Law.  
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Conclusions and comments: 

 

The Public Procurement Law of Republic of Serbia meets the requirement of the 

EU public procurement law, although the public enterprises are covered in a 

rather general way without any restrictions. This might cause difficulties for 

Serbian enterprises when appearing in competitive markets. 

Montenegrin, Macedonian and Bosnian and Herzegovinian public procurement 

laws are in accordance with the EU public procurement legislation, although 

they do not fully copy the structure of the EU public procurement Directives.  

 

 

 

III Public procurement review procedure 
 

The EU public procurement review procedure is regulated by the so-called Review 

Directives:  

– Council Directive 89/665/EEC,  

– Council Directive 92/13/EEC, 

– Council Directive 2007/66/EC10.  

 

Those Directives regulate review procedures for all decisions taken by the contracting 

authority in relation to the award of contracts falling within the scope of Directives 

2004/17/EC and 2004/18/EC11.  

 

 

                                                           
10 This Directive amends both aforementioned Directives with regard to improving the effectiveness of review 
procedures concerning the award of public contracts. 
11 As well as the new Directives. 
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EU requirements on the review procedure concern three main issues:  

A. The institutional framework for the review procedure  

B. The types of review decisions and procedures  

C. The thresholds for compulsory review procedures 

 

A. Institutional framework for the review procedure 
 

EU requirements in terms of the institutional framework for the review 

procedure 

 

There are two main sources of EU rules in the given area:  

- EU Directives  

- Decisions made by the European Court of Justice12 

 

Article 2 of the Council Directive 89/665/EEC concerns the institutional framework for 

bodies in charge of the review procedure:  

 

– The powers of review may be conferred on separate bodies responsible for 

different aspects of the review procedure; 

– Where bodies responsible for review procedures are not judicial in character, 

written reasons for their decisions shall always be given. Furthermore, in such a 

case, provision must be made to guarantee procedures whereby any alleged 

defect in the exercise of the powers conferred on it can be the subject of judicial 

review or a review by another body which is a court or tribunal within the 

meaning of Article 234 of the EEC Treaty and independent of both the 

contracting authority and the review body; 

                                                           
12 There are very few decisions taken by the ECJ that concern the institutional framework of the review 

procedure.  
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– The members of such an independent body shall be appointed and leave office 

under the same conditions as the members of the judiciary as regards the 

authority responsible for the appointment, their period of office, and their 

removal.  At least the President of the independent body shall have the same 

legal and professional qualifications as members of the judiciary. The 

independent body shall take its decisions following a procedure in which both 

sides are heard, and these decisions shall, by means determined by each Member 

State, be legally binding. 

 

 

As for the concrete institutional framework, the EU allows for several models to be applied 

in this area as shown in the following examples of models used in various EU member 

states.  

 

Model 1: Judicial review – one review institution (e.g. France, Sweden, Great Britain, 

Finland, Italy, Lithuania, Holland)  

 

Model 2: Combination of administrative and judicial review – two institutions. In several 

EU member countries non-judicial or quazi-judicial bodies have been set up to 

conduct the review procedure at the first instance. The examples are Cyprus, Czech 

Republic, Denmark, Poland or Slovakia. The appellate body in this model is the 

court. 
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The institutional frameworks adopted in the selected countries 

 

1. Bosnia i Herzegovina 

 

Bosnia and Herzegovina adopted model 2 of the public procurement review procedure 

with two possible review instances.  

 

Procurement Review Body (PRB) is the first instance. According to the Public 

Procurement Law, it is an independent institution with the status of the legal person with 

the seat in Sarajevo. It consists of seven members, appointed under the system stipulated 

by Law. Three members of the PRB, one of which is the chairman, must have a law degree 

and must have passed the bar exam. The other three members of the PRB are experts in the 

fields of works, public purchase, transportation or strategic business management. The 

members of the PRB are appointed and removed by the Parliamentary Assembly of Bosnia 

and Herzegovina (henceforth: PA BH). The appointments are made following a special 

procedure, PA BH appoints a separate ad hoc commission which makes a selection and 

appointment of members i.e. draws a list of successful candidates and forwards it to PA BH. 

Such a solution is certainly a step forward in terms of independence of members of PRB 

taking into account that under the previous Law, the Council of Ministers i.e. the executive 

government, forwarded the proposed list of candidates.13 The position of members of PRB is 

incompatible with any direct or indirect, permanent or periodical duty, with the exception 

of academic activities. The members are independent, equal and exclusively bound by the 

Constitution and the laws of Bosnia and Herzegovina in the exercise of their duties. The 

term in office of members of PRB is five years with the right to re-appointment.  

The law which entered into force on November 27th, 2014, introduces the novelty, namely 

two branch offices of the PRB with seats in Banja Luka and Mostar, which are not legal 

persons. Under the Law, the branch offices consist of five members, three of which are well-

known experts of administrative law or administrative procedure and two are experts in 

the field of works, public purchases, transportation and strategic business management. 

The members of the branch offices are selected by open competition. 

 

                                                           
13 Article 49, paragraph 6 of the Public Procurement Law of Bosnia and Herzegovina (“Official Gazette of 
Bosnia and Herzegovina” no. 49/04, 19/05, 52/05, 8/06, 24/06, 70/06, 12/09, 60/10). 
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The decisions of the PRB may be appealed against in an administrative dispute before the 

Court of Bosnia and Herzegovina within the time limit of 30 days after the decision had 

been sent to the complainant. The jurisdiction of the Court arises only once the 

administrative review procedure before the PRB has been completed. The administrative 

dispute in these cases is conducted under urgency procedure.  

 

2. Montenegro 

 

Montenegro has adopted model 2 of the review procedure with two possible instances of 

review.  

 

The first instance is The State Commission for Control of Public Procurement 

Procedures. Under the Law, it is an autonomous and independent legal person. The 

Commission has a chairman and four members performing their functions in professional 

capacity. The chairman and members of the State Commission are appointed by the 

Government, on basis of an open competition. The chairman of the State Commission can 

only be a law school graduate with bar examination passed and with no less than eight 

years of work experience, or at least five years of the experience in the public procurement 

area. A member of the State Commission may only be a law school graduate who has passed 

the bar exam, with no less than five years of work experience, or at least five years of 

experience in the area of public procurement. The chairman and members of the State 

Commission are appointed for a period of five years and may be reappointed. The chairman 

and members of the State Commission must not perform any other public duty or hold any 

other professional position.  

The second instance is the court, that is, in the words of the Law: “An administrative dispute 

may be launched against the decision of the State Commission.” The legal remedy procedure 

is conducted under urgency procedure.  

 

3. Macedonia 

 

Macedonia has adopted model 2 of the procurement review procedure with two possible 

instances of review.  
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At the first level the review is conducted by the State Appeals Commission. The Law 

defines it as an independent state body which is a legal person. It is made up of a chairman 

and four members. They are selected by open competition and removed from office by the 

Assembly of the Republic of Macedonia. They are appointed for a period of five years with a 

right to be re-appointed. The Macedonian Public Procurement Law also sets forth the 

conditions for appointment of members and the chairman of the Commission. The chairman 

of the Commission may only be a law graduate who has passed the bar exam and has at 

least five years of work experience, of which at least three in the field of public 

procurement. A member of the Commission may only be a law graduate who has at least 

five years of work experience, of which at least three in the field of public procurement.  

The Law strictly prohibits the chairman or the members of the Commission to be members 

of any other body or authority appointed/elected by the Government or the Assembly. 

At the second instance, Public Procurement Law envisages judicial review: an 

administrative dispute may be initiated against the decision of the State Commission before 

a competent court for resolving administrative disputes. The Law strictly envisages that 

such administrative disputes be conducted under urgency procedure. 

 

4. Serbia 

 

Serbia has adopted model 2 of the review procedure with two possible instances of review. 

 

The first institutional instance is the Republic Commission for the Protection of Rights 

in Public Procurement Procedures. The Commission has a chairman and six members. 

The National Assembly appoints and removes from office president and members of the 

Republic Commission upon proposal of the committee of the National Assembly in charge of 

finances after the conducted public competition. President and members of the Republic 

Commission are appointed to a five-year period. The same person may be appointed as 

president of the Republic Commission twice. As President of the Commission may be 

appointed person who meets requirements for the appointment of judge in basic court, 

except the condition concerning the Judiciary Academy, and has five years of work 

experience in the area of public procurement. President of the Republic Commission has 

salary equal to the salary of President of the Higher Court. As member of the Republic 

Commission may be appointed person who meets requirements for the appointment of 

judge in basic court, except the condition concerning the Judiciary Academy,  

and has three years of work experience in the area of public procurement or a person 
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having higher education in areas of legal, economic or technical – technological sciences 

from the second level studies (master academic studies, specialist academic studies, 

specialist professional master studies), or higher education which the law equates with the 

academic title of master at the basic studies in the duration of at least four years, and having 

at least five years of work experience in public procurements, acquired certificate for a 

public procurement officer, and who fulfils other requirements prescribed for the work in 

civil service. Members of the Republic Commission have salary equal to the salary of a judge 

in the Higher Court. 

The norms on prevention of conflict of interest for president and members of the 

Commission and their exclusion in concrete cases are very detailed and envisage, among 

other things, that: “President or member of the Republic Commission cannot perform any 

other public duty, have any function in a political party, or perform any other function, service, 

work, duty or activity that might impact his/her independence in work and performance, or 

that might decrease his/her reputation or the reputation of the function of President or 

member of the Republic Commission.” 

The second review instance is the judicial review conducted by the Administrative Court of 

the Republic of Serbia. The Law strictly envisages that administrative dispute can be 

initiated against a decision of the Republic Commission within 30 days from the day of 

receiving decision. In addition, administrative dispute may also be initiated in the case 

when the Republic Commission has not reached and delivered decision within time limites 

set forth by the Law.  

 

Conslusions and comments 

 

All of the compared countries adopted model 2 of the review procedure, whereby 

the first instance review is conducted by a quazi-judicial institution and a 

judicial appeal is possible.  

In order to advance independence of the institution of the first instance, 

Montenegro should amend the current legal solution envisaging that members 

of the State Commission are appointed by the Government. An adequate legal 

solution would be that members are appointed by the National Assembly.  
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However, this recommendation does not ensue from the requirements of the EU 

public procurement review procedure.  

 

 

B. Decisions and processes of the review procedure 

 

EU requirements in terms of decisions and processes of the review procedure 

 

In terms of the review procedure, EU Directives require effective review procedure and in 

particular, rapid review procedure. They do not expressly define the specific number of 

days appropriate for rapid making of review decisions.  

The Directives also require that the domestic legislation of member states stipulate:  

– The standstill period enabling to remedy possible infringements or prevent 

further damage;  

– To make ineffective or to ensure ineffectiveness of illegally taken decisions; 

– To provide damages to persons whose rights were infringed in a public 

procurement procedure.  

 

Solutions adopted in countries covered by the monitoring  

 

1. Bosnia i Herzegovina  

 

The new Public Procurement Law has introduced significant changes in this regard. The 

suspension of the conclusion of the contract has been envisaged – the contacting authority 

cannot sign a public procurement contract 15 days after the day the bidders are informed 

about the selection of the most advantageous bid; in the case of low-value public 

procurements, 10 days after the contract award notice was sent, if no appeals are lodged. 

The Public Procurement Law however envisages some exemptions (e.g. the appeal does not 

suspend the conclusion of the public procurement contract concerning lots to which it does 
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not pertain, in the case of the award of the contract within the framework agreement or the 

dynamic purchasing system…). 

The new Public Procurement Law aligns provisions pertaining to evidence in appellate 

procedures with provisions of the Law on Administrative Dispute of Bosnia and 

Herzegovina.  

The body conducting the review procedure may, among other things:14 

– Dismiss an appeal on grounds envisaged by the Law;  

– Reject an appeal;  

– Grant an appeal and reverse a decision, a procedure or an element of a procedure 

which infringes the Law or by-laws;  

– Decide on to proceed with the procurement procedure;  

– Decide on ineffectiveness of a public procurement contract or a framework 

agreement under the circumstances envisaged by the Law.  

 

The Procurement Review Body must bring a conclusion or a decision regarding the appeal 

15 days after it had collected all necessary documents but no later than 30 days after the 

day the appeal was lodged.  

Under the new Public Procurement Law, the Procurement Review Body has powers to 

decide on the recovery of costs (costs of preparing and costs of submitting the bid), but only 

the court may decide on damages to be paid the bidder who had been harmed by an 

infringement of the Public Procurement Law, in accordance with the general rules on the 

award of damages.15 

 

2. Montenegro 

 

The State Commission must bring a decision on an appeal 15 days after the receipt of files 

and complete documents related to the public procurement procedure. The deadline may 

be extended to 10 days at most, in the case that there is a need to hire experts,  

                                                           
14 Article 111 of the Public Procurement Law of Bosnia and Herzegovina (“Official Gazette of Bosnia and 
Herzegovina,” no. 39/14). 
15 Article 185 of the Law on Contractual Relations („Offical Gazette of SFRY,“ no. 29/78, 39/85, 45/89 and 
57/89, „Official Gazette of the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina,“ no. 2/92, 12/93 and 13/94 and „Official 
Gazette of Republika Srpska,“ no. 17/93 and 3/96). 
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obtain an opinion of competent authorities and when documents regarding the public 

procurement procedure are comprehensive and if the claimant and the contracting 

authority are both informed thereof.  

The State Commission must deliver the decision to the claimant and the contracting 

authority three days after the day of making it and must publish it at its internet address. 

Under the provisions of the Montenegrin Public Procurement Law, the powers of the State 

Commission include:16 

– Examining and deciding on applications for reviews of decisions in public 

procurement procedures (deciding in favour of the application and making the 

procurement procedure fully or partially ineffective or dismissing and rejecting 

the application);  

– Examining, within the appellate procedure, the correct implementation of this 

Law and taking and proposing measures to eliminate irregularities in public 

procurement procedures; 

– Deciding on requests by contracting authorities to proceed with the public 

procurement procedure in cases of an application for review which complies 

with this Law; 

– Deciding on requests for the recovery of costs regarding the procedure; 

– Controlling public procurement procedures the value of which exceeds 

500.000,00 Euros. 

–  

The timely applications for a review of the public procurement procedure suspends all 

further activities of the contracting authority in the public procurement process until the 

decision on the application has been made. The Commission is given ample powers given 

that: “The State Commission may approve proceeding with the public procurement procedure 

at the request of the contracting authority, if the contracting authority stands to suffer 

significant material damage for suspending the public procurement procedure 

disproportionate in relation to the value of the public procurement contract or if suspending it 

would jeopardize the interests of Montenegro.”  

The Public Procurement Law of Montenegro does not contain the provisions on the 

damages to the claimant. Therefore the claim for the award of damages can only be made to 

                                                           
16 Article 139 of the Public Procurement Law of Montenegro (“Official Gazette of Montenegro,” no. 42/11). 
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a competent court in accordance with general rules of the Law on Contractual Relations 

regarding damages.17 

 

3. Macedonia 

 

The State Commission brings a decision 15 days after the receipt of full documentation 

pertaining to the application for the review. 

The application for the review automatically suspends the conclusion of the public 

procurement contract and its performance until the decision by the State Commission has 

been made final.  

The contracting authority must not conclude a public procurement contract and proceed 

with the conduct of the procedure 12 days i.e. 5 days in the case of the simplified 

competitive procedure, from the day of the receipt of the application for the protection of 

rights in a contract award procedure. The Public Procurement Law however defines certain 

exemptions (e.g. at the request of the contracting authority, the State Commission may 

approve proceeding with the contract award). 

The State Commission may make a decision ineffective or make elements of it which are 

unlawful ineffective. A public procurement contract may be suspended and made 

ineffective in the right circumstances. Ineffectiveness of a contract is possible in the case 

when irregularities in the contract award procedure constitute the grounds for its 

ineffectiveness in accordance with provisions of the Public Procurement Law and the laws 

pertaining to the administrative dispute.  

The State Commission decides on requests on the recovery of costs regarding the procedure 

but not on the award of damages that might have been claimed. The decisions on damages 

can only made by a competent court in accordance with the general rules on the award of 

damages.18 

 

 

                                                           
17 Article 192 of the Law on Contractual Relations of Montenegro („Official Gazette of Montenegro,“ no. 47/08 
of August 7th, 2008, 04/11). 
18 Article 174 of the Law on Contractual Relations of Republic of Macedonia (“Official Gazette of the Republic 
of Macedonia,” no. 18/01, 04/02 and 05/03). 
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4. Serbia 

 

The Republic Commission has ample powers, among others:  

- Decides on an application for review made by a person requesting the protection 

of rights so as to proceed with or suspend a public procurement, or to suspend 

the conclusion or the performance of a public procurement contract;  

- Decides on the recovery of costs arising from the application for review and costs 

arising from preparing the bid;  

- Monitors and controls the enforcement of the decisions it makes; 

- Imposes penalties on a contracting authority and a responsible person therein;  

- Suspends a public procurement contract;  

- Conducts misdemeanour proceedings in the first instance;  

- Initiates procedure for making a public procurement contract ineffective; 

- Cooperates with public procurement institutions and experts abroad.  

 

The request for the protection of rights suspends all further activities of a contracting 

authority in a public procurement procedure until the decision on a request for the 

protection of rights has been made, except in the case of the negotiated procedure or unless 

the Republic Commission, at the request of a contracting authority, decides otherwise.  

The Law also envisages time limits which are compulsory for the work of the Commission 

in order to ensure rapid making of decisions; e.g. the Republic Commission must decide 

upon a request for the protection of rights 20 days after the receipt of a valid request for the 

protection of rights and no later than 30 days after the submission of a valid request for the 

protection of rights. 

The Public Procurement Law of Serbia does not contain a solution envisaging that the 

review body in the first instance should decide on the award of damages. Damages may 

exclusively be claimed before a competent court in accordance with general rules of the 

Law on Contractual Relations.19 

 

                                                           
19 Article 185 of the Law on Contractual Relations of Republic of Serbia (“Official Gazette of SFRY,” no. 29/78, 
39/85, 45/89 – the decision by the Constitutional Court of Yugoslavia and 57/89, “Official Gazette of Serbia 
and Montenegro,” no. 1/2003 – Constitutional Charter). 
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Conclusions and comments 

 

Ex ante review is regulated in all compared countries and several actions can be 

taken by bodies conducting the review procedure: to dismiss the appeal/request, 

to reject the appeal/request, to grant the appeal/request and to suspend a part 

of the procedure, the entire procedure or declare the contract ineffective etc.  

However, public procurement laws define exemptions from rules, so true 

compliance with the EU rules can only be ascertained by analyzing concrete 

decisions in this regard rather than by comparing legislation. 

 

 

C. Thresholds in the review procedure 
 

The EU Directives require that the review procedure be conducted for all decisions taken by 

the contracting authorities (procurers) in the procedure of an award of contract falling 

within the scope of the Directives 2004/17/EC and 2004/18/EC. 

1. Bosnia i Herzegovina 

2. Montenegro  

3. Macedonia 

4. Serbia 

Conslusions and comments 

 

All legislations of countries where monitoring was conducted are in accordance 

with the requirements of the EU Directives i.e. they envisage the possibility of 

conducting the review procedure in all cases regardless of the thresholds. In 

addition, all decisions the contracting authorities have made in the conduct of a 

public procurement procedure may be subject to review.  
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IV Main institutions of the public procurement system 
 

EU requirements 

 

The EU Directives do not explicitly define institutional structure required to perform 

functions related to implementation of public procurement regulations and review of public 

procurements in EU member states. We discuss the requirements of the Directive 

18/2004/EC in what follows.  

Article 81 of the Directive 2004/18/EC: “In conformity with Council Directive 89/665/EEC of 

21 December 1989 on the coordination of the laws, regulations and administrative provisions 

relating to the application of review procedures to the award of public supply and public 

works contracts (1), Member States shall ensure implementation of this Directive by effective, 

available and transparent mechanisms. For this purpose they may, among other things, 

appoint or establish an independent body.” 

 

In many EU member states such institutional capacities have been established. OECD 

defines three types of functions performed by public procurement bodies:  

 

- Core public procurement functions, such as development of policies in the field of 

public procurement and legislative functions, development of secondary regulation 

in the field of public procurement, international co-ordination, monitoring and 

control functions. 

- Supplementary public procurement functions, such as advisory functions, 

conducting education and training in public procurement, publishing functions. 

- Other functions such as central purchasing and review of public procurements. 
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Those functions are carried out by various institutional structures in EU member states 

(based on OECD, 2007): 

 

- Model 1: the centralized model – public procurement functions (mostly core ones) 

are performed by central state institutions. This model is used for example in 

Bulgaria, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Lithuania, Latvia, Malta, Poland, 

Romania, Slovakia. There are two variants: with one central institution (Slovakia) 

or the so-called dual-centralization model (for example in the case of the Czech 

Republic) where two organizations have been set up to perform public procurement 

functions.  

- Model 2: the semi-centralized model - a mixture of model 1 and model 3 applied in 

most “old” EU member states. This procurement structure is characterized by a 

mixed concentration of procurement functions allocated to a limited range of 

institutions placed at various levels of public administration (normally three to four 

institutions). 

- Model 3: the decentralized model – certain functions are assigned to a large 

number of bodies within the public procurement structure. Usually countries 

applying this model have more than 5 institutions. The examples are Finland and 

Portugal.  
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The structure and competences of institutions in the countries of our monitoring  

 

1. Bosnia i Herzegovina  

 

Bosnia and Herzegovina applies the dual-centralization model, where public 

procurement functions are performed by two central organizations. The first one, the 

Procurement Review Body, has been discussed in more detail in part III. 

The Public Procurement Agency (hereinafter the Agency) is established in Bosnia and 

Herzegovina as an independent administrative organization, in the capacity of a legal 

person. The Agency has a seat in Sarajevo and two branch offices in Mostar and Banja Luka 

which are not legal persons.  

The role of the Agency is to ensure proper implementation of the Law and to that end in 

accordance with the Law it, among other things, it:20  

- Prepares and drafts laws, amendments to the Law and accompanying 

implementing regulations ensuring effectiveness and suitability of that 

legislation; 

- Increases the level of information among the contracting authorities and the 

suppliers about public procurement regulations and their objectives, procedures 

and methods; 

- Publishes procurement manuals and guidelines, develops and maintains 

standard forms and models in accordance with provisions of the Law; 

- Provides technical assistance and advice to both contracting authorities and 

suppliers on proper implementation of the Law and its implementing 

regulations; 

- Establishes a systems of monitoring procedures conducted by the contracting 

authorities procuring supplies, services and works, with an aim to provide 

training and to eliminate observed irregularities in individual public 

procurement procedures; 

- Collects, analyzes and publishes information on public procurement procedures 

and awarded public contracts; 

                                                           
20 Article 92 of the Public Procurement Law of Bosnia and Herzegovina (“Official Gazette of Bosnia and 
Herzegovina,” no. 39/14). 
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- Develops a nation-wide electronic information system to supplement the Official 

Gazette in the publication of tender documents; 

- Initiates and supports development of the electronic information systems in the 

field of public procurement, etc; 

 

The Director of Agency is accountable to the Council of Ministers of Bosnia and 

Herzegovina, following the appointment of a Senior Executive Manager pursuant to the 

provisions of the Law on Civil Service in Institutions of Bosnia and Herzegovina by the 

Council of Ministers of Bosnia and Herzegovina, for a period of five years with the 

possibility of a single reappointment. The Director may be removed from office by the 

Council of Ministers of Bosnia and Herzegovina at the proposal of the Board pursuant to the 

provisions of the Law on Civil Service in Institutions of Bosnia and Herzegovina. No open 

competition is required for being appointed to this position.  

The Board of the Agency consists of five members. The members are: the representatives of 

the Ministry of Finance and Treasury of Bosnia and Herzegovina, of entity-level ministries 

of finance, the Directorate for European Integration and a representative of the Government 

of Brčko District of Bosnia and Herzegovina. In addition to members, the Agency Board also 

includes Observers. The Council of Ministers of Bosnia and Herzegovina appoints members 

of the Agency Board to a period of five years.  

The Agency employs 32 officials and is divided in the following organizational units: 

- Sector for Legal Affairs and for Training and Analysis, 

- Sector for Information Technologies, General and Financial Affairs, 

- Sector for Legal Affairs and for Training and Analysis – Banja Luka branch office, 

- Sector for Legal Affairs and for Training and Analysis – Mostar branch office. 

 

2. Montenegro 

 

Montenegro applies the dual-centralization model – it has two main public procurement 

institutions – the State Commission for the Control of Public Procurement Procedures and 

the Public Procurement Directorate. The State Commission for the Control of Public 

Procurements Procedures was discussed in more detail in part III.  
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The powers of the Public Procurement Directorate include:21 

- Monitoring enforcement of the public procurement  system; 

- Monitoring approximation of legislation regulating public procurement with 

legislation of the European Union, preparing expert drafts and initiating and 

participating in the drafting of public procurement legislation; 

- Granting approval to the contracting authorities regarding fulfilment of 

conditions for conducting of an appropriate type of public procurement 

procedure in accordance with the Law; 

- Providing advisory assistance to the contracting authorities; 

- Organizing and conducting professional training and advancement of employees 

and other officials for performing public procurement tasks; 

- Organizing professional exams to acquire certificates for performing public 

procurement tasks; 

- Establishing and maintaining the Public Procurement Portal in order to ensure 

transparency of public procurements; 

- Publishing public procurement plans, public calls for competition, decisions on 

qualification of candidates, decisions on selection of the most advantageous bid, 

decisions on suspension of a public procurement procedure, decisions on 

ineffectiveness of a public procurement procedure or a public procurement 

contract, modifications and amendments to public procurement plans, public 

calls for competition, decisions and contracts and other acts in accordance with 

the Law; 

- Establishing cooperation with international organizations, institutions and 

experts in the field of public procurements;  

- Exercising inspection supervision etc;   

 

The Public Procurement Directorate, established by the Public Procurement Law, 

supervises legality and effectiveness of work of administration bodies. It employs 18 civil 

servants, whose work is divided in the following units: 

 

- Sector for monitoring enforcement of regulations and monitoring of public 

procurements,  
                                                           
21 Article 19 of the Public Procurement Law of Montenegro (“Official Gazette of Montenegro,” no. 42/11). 
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- Department for monitoring public procurement procedures and administration 

of electronic public procurements,  

- Department for professional development, training and international 

cooperation in the field of public procurement,  

- Service for general and financial affairs. 

 

3. Macedonia 

 

Macedonia applies the dual-centralization model, where public procurement functions 

are conducted by two central organizations. The first one, the State Appeals Commission, 

has been discussed in more detail in part III. 

The activities in connection with the development of a public procurement system, as well 

as activities ensuring rationality, efficiency and transparency in the conduct of public 

procurements are carried out by the Public Procurement Bureau as a public 

administration body within the Ministry of Finance. Upon a proposal of the Minister of 

Finance, the Government appoints and removes from office the director of the Bureau to a 

period of four years. In addition to the Director, the Bureau also has a Council. 

The Bureau carries out the following activities:22 

- Makes drafts of legal and other acts in the field of public procurement and 

submits them to the Minister of Finance; 

- Monitors and analyzes implementation of the Law and other public procurement 

regulations, the functioning of the public procurement system, and initiates 

modifications for the purpose of improving the public procurement system; 

- Provides opinions regarding provisions of and application of this Law;  

- Advises and assists the contracting authorities and economic operators;  

- Prepares models of tender documentation and model forms for procedures 

regulated by the Public Procurement Law;  

- Keeps single records and maintains and updates records of public procurement 

contracts, and makes them available to the public through the Electronic System 

of Public Procurements (ESPP); 

 
                                                           
22 Article 14 of the Public Procurement Law of Macedonia (“Official Gazette of Republic of Macedonia,” no. 
136/2007, 130/2008, 97/10, 53/11, 185/11, 15/11, 148/13, 28/14, 43/13). 
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- Monitors timely submission of data and disables the use of ESPP for users who 

disobey obligations with regard to the use of ESPP; 

-  Reschedules an electronic auction in the case of a technical mistake, a ESPP 

crash and upon a decision by the State Appeals Commission;  

- Immediately informs the contracting authorities, and if necessary, the competent 

authorities regarding observed irregularities on the basis of received 

notifications; 

- Determines minimum requirements regarding professional qualification of 

persons performing professional tasks in the field of public procurement; 

- Organizes and conducts training for civil servants and other competent persons 

in connection with public procurement; 

- Manages and operates its web page and the Electronic System for Public 

Procurement; 

- Cooperates with international institutions and other foreign entities in activities 

connected with development of the public procurement system; 

- Effects international cooperation in connection with the public procurement 

system and plan and coordinates foreign technical assistance in the field of public 

procurement; 

- Submits an annual report to the Government regarding activities in the 

functioning of the public procurement system; 

- Makes guidelines and prepares manuals and comments on public procurement 

rules and publishes an electronic bulletin; 

- Prepares instructions that serve as internal guidelines for designing and 

providing public procurement training and training of public procurement 

trainers, which are published at its internet address;  

- Removes a negative reference regarding an economic operator on the basis of a 

decision of a competent authority;  

- Analyzes justification for not attaching tender documentation to a contract 

award notice and if unfounded, decides on an omission made by a contracting 

authority.  
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The Public Procurement Bureau has 66 employees and their work is managed within the 

following organizational units: 

- Sector for Legal Affairs, Training and International Relations, 

- Sector for Monitoring the Public Procurement System and Managing the 

Electronic System of Public Procurements, 

- Sector for Affairs related to the Public Procurement Council, and 

- Autonomous departments. 

 

4. Serbia 

 

Serbia applies the dual-centralization model where public procurement functions are 

performed by two central institutions. The first one, the Republic Commission for the 

Protection of Rights in Public Procurement Procedures, has been discussed in more detail 

part III of this analysis.  

The second relevant institution is The Public Procurement Office. It is an organization 

which, in accordance with the Law, caries out 29 types of activities,23 e.g. it monitors the 

implementation of this Law, adopts bylaws and performs professional activities in the field 

of public procurement, monitors conduct of public procurement procedures, controls the 

choice of types of procedures, runs the Public Procurement Portal, prepares reports on 

public procurements, proposes measures for improvement of the public procurement 

system, provides professional assistance to contracting authorities and bidders, contributes 

to creation of conditions for economic, efficient and transparent use of public funds in 

public procurement procedures etc. 

The Public Procurement Office is mainly accountable to the Government, since its director 

is appointed by the Government among the ranks of public procurement experts, following 

an open competition. The director of the Public Procurement Office may have higher 

education in law, economy or technical sciences (master academic studies, specialist 

academic studies, specialist professional studies), or a law degree which the law equates 

with an academic title of master in the duration of at least four years, and having at least 

five years of work experience in the field of public procurement, and fulfilling other 

requirements for the work in civil service.  

 

                                                           
23 Article 136 of the Public Procurement Law of the Republic of Serbia (“Official Gazette of the Republic of 
Serbia,” no. 124/2012). 
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The Public Procurement Office has 28 employees24 and its work is divided into following 

organizational units and areas: 

- Sector for Public Procurement Affairs, 

- Group for Financial Affairs, 

- Group for Human Resources and General Affairs. 

 

 

Conclusions and comments 

 

The countries that were monitored have set up administrative capacities 

performing public procurement functions. All four countries have adopted the 

dual-centralized model. All of these structural models formally comply with the 

EU requirements.  

To what extent administrative capacities are truly developed to perform 

functions in the field of public procurement cannot be concluded on the basis of a 

comparative legal analysis.  

 

  

                                                           
24 Slightly over a half of the envisaged 28 employment posts are occupied. 
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THE COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF 
PUBLIC PROCUREMENT CASE STUDIES  

 

INTRODUCTION  

 

The comparative analysis of similar cases of public procurements in Bosnia and 

Herzegovina, Montenegro, Macedonia and Serbia is the result of research conducted within 

the project „Towards efficient public procurement system in countries (potential) 

candidates for European Union membership.“ The research was done on a sample of 14 

types of public procurements of various supplies and services (air-conditioning, cars, 

insulin, shoes, computers, anti-virus software, road salt, renting of road maintainers, 

disinfection, rodent and pest control, elevator maintenance services, car tyres, car wash 

services, hospital food and A4 paper 80 grams). It analyzed several procurement cases 

which belong to each type so as to preclude the situation of the teams being unable to 

collect necessary information and documents for analysis. The analyzed public 

procurements were conducted in the period from 2012 to 2014. To collect and process the 

data, the questionnaire was used (Appendix 1) made by the project team, which ensured a 

high degree of comparability of assembled data.  

Conducting comparative research of similar cases of public procurement, the project team 

wanted to show effects of adopted regulations and established institutions (analyzed in the 

first part of this study) on concrete examples and to identify good and bad parts of the 

public procurement systems of the four states. On the basis of analyses and consultations 

with stakeholders, a set of recommendations will be made for improving public 

procurement systems in the four states on the basis of applicable experiences of 

neighbours. In its endeavour, the project team acted on the assumption that the degree of 

similarity and development of public procurement systems in the four Western Balkan 

countries is such that this kind of insight into structures and current changes would be very 

useful to all of them.  

The analysis of case studies is divided into six elements or phases in the public 

procurement process: planning, preparation and initiation of the procedure, conducting the 

procedure, the review procedure, the award of the contract, the contract performance and 

free access to information of public importance.  
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Each element consists of a regional finding and is accompanied by findings from analysed 

cases in the four states. The findings are illustrated by concrete examples in boxes. The 

detailed case studies which were the subject of the analysis are published in separate 

publications.  

 

 

I PLANNING 
 

The Comparative Finding 

 

Although planning is one of the crucial phases in a public procurement process, given that 

successful conduct of a public procurement procedure depends on planning, the research 

has shown that in the entire region, the least attention is paid precisely to this phase, from a 

realistic assessment of needs and defining of a market price of a procurement to publication 

of public procurement plans. One should take into consideration that public procurement, 

which stands for a government decision on the content of state purchases, their price and 

manner of purchasing, represents a key instrument through which a government 

accomplishes some of its strategic objectives, such as economic development, stimulation of 

employment, development of small and medium-sized enterprises etc. In order to 

efficiently and effectively satisfy the needs of contracting entities, ensure the best “value for 

money,“ free competition and elimination of discrimination, a government crucially provide 

quality defining of public procurement criteria, which is the starting point in making a 

public procurement plan. This initial step is however unknown in all four countries of our 

monitoring: namely, in the given period, even in published public procurement plans, key 

aspects of making a public procurement plan – such as criteria, rules and manner of 

identifying public procurement needs and their estimated value, the manner of preliminary 

market consultation and research (if there are any) – are commonly omitted.  

Published or not, public procurement plans are frequently modified in all four observed 

states, in most cases without an explanation why the modification has taken place. Frequent 

changes to public procurement plans indicate a lack of adequate and detailed planning or 

possible adjustment of public procurement plans to suit certain contractors. In both cases 

principles of transparency, efficiency and thriftiness are undermined as well as – quite often 

– the principle of equality of bidders.  
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The reasons and rationale of public procurements are not sufficiently clearly and 

thoroughly explained, which raises the question of purposefulness of even well-justified 

plans. What was available to us were just „bare“ annual plans which mostly consisted of a 

description of necessary, legally envisaged elements of public procurement, from subject of 

a procurement and amount of envisaged funds, to budget allocation, type of procedure, 

estimated value, framework date of initiation of the procedure and of contract award.  

Even though this marks a progress in comparison to an earlier period when all 

aforementioned elements were not compulsory, planning remains the weakest link in the 

public procurement chain because we still cannot establish whether planned procurements 

serve the purpose of performing public functions of contracting entities and contribute to 

fulfilment of objectives of contracting entities; whether technical specifications and 

quantities reflect real needs of procurers; whether the estimated value of concrete 

procurements are justified in terms of the objectives of the procurement and in terms of 

their technical specifications and quantities; whether there are other possible solutions to 

meet the needs of procurers.  

Moreover, we cannot estimate life-cycle costing of a public procurement item (costs of 

procurement, costs of usage and maintenance, as well as costs of depositing after usage), as 

well as risks and costs in the case of an omission to conduct the procurement procedure.  

A quality monitoring of public procurement plans should encompass all of the above, which 

is why planning is the crucial stage of the conduct of a public procurement process. 

 

1. Bosnia i Herzegovina 

 

In terms of planning, the situation in Bosnia and Herzegovina is worse than in other three 

countries, because none of the observed contracting entities possessed an annual public 

procurement plan which was transparently published or available to stakeholders. In 

certain contracting entities, parts of envisaged public procurements form a part of annual 

work or capital investment plans, however without detailed description of the manner or 

the procedure of envisaged procurements or the time frame for their realization.  

The conducted monitoring confirms that a public procurement procedure is most 

commonly initiated on the basis of information from previous procedures i.e. on the basis of 

previous experience, without a detailed analysis or market consultation. This is certainly 

not a problem if conditions on the market of a particular supply and service have not 

considerably changed in time and the estimated value of procurement retains the same 
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market price. However, if conditions on the market have changed, the estimated value could 

be significantly higher or lower.  

The new legal amendments have not significantly improved the public procurement 

process in terms of planning. Under the new Public Procurement Law of Bosnia and 

Herzegovina, a contracting entity has to publish a public procurement plan at its internet 

address at most 60 days after the passing of a budget or a financial plan. Even though 

introduction of an obligation to prepare and publish a public procurement plan is a positive 

development, we maintain that the shortcoming is a requirement to publish it exclusively at 

the contracting entity’s internet address. From the point of view of a fundamental principle 

of transparency of the public procurement system in Bosnia and Herzegovina, it is 

unexplainable that there is no requirement to also publish it on the public procurement 

portal of Bosnia and Herzegovina.  

 

Telekom Bosnia and Herzegovina and procurement planning in the 

three-year period 

Telekom Bosnia and Herzegovina does not have a specified public procurement 

plan. Instead, procurements are based on the Decision on procurement of 

hardware and software for purposes of the information system in the period 

from 2012 to 2014. This is at the same time the basis for budgeting of concrete 

public procurements, that is, provides the link between certain public 

procurements with the budget of the given contracting entity. 

 

Ignorance of market conditions annuls the tender for procuring 

passenger cars 

Republika Srpska Railways, just like almost all contracting entities in Bosnia 

and Herzegovina, do not have a public procurement plan. Instead, they base 

their procurements on Republika Srpska Railways Business Plan for the period 

2014-2016. As is the case with the majority of other public procurements, 

previous market research of procurement conditions has not been made, 

resulting in the end in the cancellation of the procedure due to insufficient 

number of appropriate bids. The bid by the single bidder was 37% higher than 

the estimated value, so tender was annulled.  
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2. Montenegro 
 

All analyzed institutions have proactively published public procurement plans on the Public 

Procurement Office portal. However, some institutions omitted to publish their basic public 

procurement plans in one or several years of our monitoring, publishing instead merely 

subsequent modifications. This was the case with the Interior Ministry, the Clinical Centre 

of Montenegro and the Agency for Electronic Communications and Postal Services in 2012.  

Furthermore, the majority of observed institutions have made frequent changes to the 

public procurement plans: namely the 2013 public procurement plan of the Clinical Centre 

and the 2014 public procurement plan of Montefarm have been amended ten times. The 

Clinical Centre in 2012 and the Interior Ministry in 2013 and 2014 amended their public 

procurement plans five times. A single explanation has not been provided for any of the 

aforementioned modifications of public procurement plans. 

Moreover, public procurements have been conducted later than envisaged under public 

procurement plans. Some plans envisage entire years as deadlines for conducting public 

procurements, as was the case with the Clinical Centre and the Agency for Electronic 

Communications, which had set deadlines for certain public procurements from the first to 

the fourth quarter of the year. The submitted documentation does not provide the 

information about the manner of estimating public procurement values. Thus in two years, 

the Clinical Centre had different estimated values for the same supplies and the same 

quantities.  
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A plan for the sake of a plan 

 – an example of the Tax Office 

 

Under its 2012 as well as its 2013 

public procurement plan, the Tax 

Office envisaged the procurement of 

air-conditioning. However, in 2013 

the public procurement procedure 

still failed to be initiated. It is 

interesting that the plan does not 

envisage the specific type of the 

public procurement procedure, 

because the place on the form where 

the type of the procedure should 

have been determined was filled with 

ordinal numbers, so it is unclear 

which type of a public procurement 

procedure was envisaged by the 

plan. The public procurement plan 

does not contain the framework date 

for the award or performance of the 

contract. Moreover, neither the 

reasons/rationale for the 

procurement nor the manner in 

which the procurer had estimated 

the value of the procurement has 

been stated 

 

Procurement conducted despite 

an incomplete plan 

 

The Montenegro Post did not 

proactively publish its 2013 public 

procurement plan on the Public 

Procurement Office portal.  

The public procurement plan for 

2013 clearly envisaged the public 

procurement of official vehicles and 

in that sense it could be linked to the 

observed tender. The public 

procurement plan however did not 

provide the framework date of the 

contract award and the contract 

performance or the data on budget 

allocation. Namely, the source of 

funding was stated, but not the 

budget item which provided the 

funds for the concrete public 

procurement. 

The public procurement plan did not 

state the reasons or the rationale for 

the procurement, nor the manner in 

which the procurer had estimated 

the value of the procurement. The 

deadline for initiation of the 

procedure was very flexible, given 

that the procedure was envisaged to 

be initiated only within a specific 

quarter of the year. 
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3. Macedonia 
 

Planning is one of the weakest links in the public procurement system of Republic of 

Macedonia, both in terms of transparency and in terms of its preparation. The Law does not 

envisage any obligation in terms of transparency of public procurement plans, so the 

institutions treat plans as internal documents on which the general public should not be 

informed. Such an attitude is visible in analyzed procedures given that not a single 

institution has proactively published its public procurement plan. Some institutions even 

failed to forward their plans once a request to access information of public importance was 

sent, making it necessary to resubmit the request and appeal to the competent commission 

for the protection of this right.  

The obligation to submit a public procurement plan for the ongoing year by January 31st 

and the possibility to subsequently modify it, both in terms of the estimated value and the 

choice of the procedure and in terms of the time frame to initiate the procedure, has been 

amply made use of. Practically without exception all monitored institutions have 

subsequently modified their plans. The plans of Macedonian institutions do not contain any 

explanation about the purposefulness of an envisaged procurement or the manner in which 

estimation of value has been conducted. 

 

The tender for 76 pairs of shoes failed,  
so the new one for 171 pairs was called 

 

The Ministry of Defence and its Department of Logistics conducted the observed 

public procurement of shoes as a part of the official army uniform having 

previously annulled the procedure for the same procurement to which no bids 

had been submitted. The cancelled tender had envisaged the procurement of 76 

pairs of shoes, while the new one, announced a month later, concerned the 

procurement of 171 pairs. Taking into account that the Ministry of Defence and 

its Department of Logistics have not published their public procurement plan for 

2014, it was not possible to determine the envisaged quantities of this 

procurement. It remains unclear how the required quantities could have 

changed for 125% within a month. 
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The amendment of a public procurement plan  
after the submission of bids  

 
 

Public undertaking „Makedonija pat“ has procured the service of renting road 

maintainers in winter conditions by conducting five tender procedures. The 

2013 public procurement plan estimated the value of these five procedures at 

796,748 Euros. To all five tenders one bidder applied, whose bids were higher 

than the estimated tender value. Having opened the bids, „Makedonija pat“ 

brought a decision on economically the most advantageous bid, assessing that 

the single bid was acceptable and not even mentioning the difference between 

the estimated value and the accepted bid. A couple of days later, the Steering 

Board brought a decision to amend the 2013 public procurement plan so as to 

increase the estimated value of the tender, harmonizing it with the value of the 

accepted bid. Under the amended plan, the value of the observed procurement 

increased from the initial 796,748 Euros excluding VAT to 973,983 Euros. 

Neither the decision on the selection of economically the most advantageous bid 

nor the public procurement plan provide an explanation on what grounds was 

the single bid considered acceptable, even though it considerably deviated from 

the estimated value (total difference is 22.24%) or an explanation of the source 

of the additional 177,235 Euros that had to be secured.  
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4. Serbia 

 

The process of public procurement conducted under the old Public Procurement Law valid 

until 2012 did not envisage the obligation to publish public procurement plans. Neither the 

Law nor implementing regulations had specified the compulsory contents of such plans. 

The plans were commonly modified throughout the year. This meant that the type of the 

procedure, the framework date of commencing the procedure, the framework dates of 

contract award and contract performance were mostly unknown in advance. Thus potential 

bidders were not able to be timely informed about the procurements that will be conducted 

and it enabled contracting authorities to issue calls for competition regardless of a public 

procurement plan – namely by simply modifying the existing planning document. 

However, even before the start of implementation of new 2013 Law, according to which 

publishing a public procurement plan is obligatory, whereby the Law specifies mandatory 

elements of the content of a public procurement plan, some institutions used to publish 

their public procurement plans in information bulletins on their work or at their internet 

addresses. In a small number of cases, the plans were also published on the Public 

Procurement Office portal. 

Even though the plans as of 2013 must specify the type of procurement, the estimated value 

and the framework date of contract award, it is still insufficiently clear which criteria of 

estimation of value apply, which makes it impossible to determine the purposefulness of 

procurements. In other words, both under the old and under the new Law, the reasons and 

the rationale for public procurements remain insufficiently clear and insufficiently justified, 

which raises the issue of purposefulness of even well-justified plans. 
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The usual shortcoming of public 

procurement plans –  

both quantity and estimated 

value are missing  

 
A concrete procurement by the 

National Assembly, which concerned 

copy and print paper, was conducted 

in 2012 and 2013 under the old 

(2008) Public Procurement Law. For 

both observed years the public 

procurement plan has been 

announced in an information 

bulletin (at the Assembly’s internet 

address), containing almost all 

desirable elements which were not 

obligatory at the time. However, in 

addition to having failed to explicitly 

state the reasons and the rationale 

of the given procurement or the 

manner of estimation of its value, the 

plan also failed to provide key 

information for potential bidders, 

namely the envisaged quantities and 

the estimated value per item. The 

data on estimated quantities were 

available to bidders only in the 

tendering documents, more 

precisely, on the bid form containing 

specification.  

 

 

 

An unplanned procurement - 

the case of the Higher Court in 

Belgrade 

 

The observed public procurement 

concerned computer equipment. The 

procurer – the Higher Court in 

Belgrade – had made the 2012 public 

procurement plan, but the concrete 

procurement was not mentioned in 

the plan. The grounds for conducting 

the procurement was the decision 

taken by the Commissioner for 

Access to Information of Public 

Importance and Personal Data 

Protection ordering the Court to 

process audio-visual records in 

accordance with the personal data 

protection regulations. This decision 

by the Commissioner was handed to 

the Higher Court in Belgrade in 

August 2011, so it is unclear why the 

said procurement was not included 

in the 2012 public procurement plan.  
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II PREPARING AND INITIATING THE PUBLIC PROCUREMENT 
PROCEDURE 

 

The Comparative Finding 
 

The initiating of a public procurement procedure is an element with which a public 

procurement plan begins to be carried out. At this stage of realization of public 

procurements, numerous problems in all four monitored states have been identified. Here 

we will mention only the most important ones which can jeopardize the integrity of the 

procurement systems. One of the identified problems is frequently unclear or imprecise 

specification of procured supplies, services or works. Coupled with the criterion of the 

cheapest bid, unclear and imprecise criteria may lead to procurement of supplies, services 

or works which do not meet the needs or are of inferior quality. 

On the other hand, we have noted a significant number of cases of discriminatory criteria 

set forth in specifications and discriminatory conditions applying to qualification of bidders. 

Having analyzed not more than 14 more or less randomly selected types of public 

procurement subjects in the four Western Balkan countries, we have found numerous 

illustrations of discriminatory criteria and conditions: from procuring a specific brand 

without any special reason, to specification of products matching only one specific product 

to procuring large stocks despite the fact that it is not important for the contract 

performance or irrationally high bid bonds required of bidders.  

It is important to mention here that free tender documentation has become a sort of a 

standard in countries encompassed by the analysis (except in Bosnia and Herzegovina 

where this is the case in 50% of public procurements). Moreover, the technical part of the 

conduct of this stage of public procurement is no longer doubtful as it used to be. The 

established public procurement portals have made their contribution in this regard. 

Namely, even though they do not contain all information and documents they should, they 

have significantly technically improved the public procurement process.  
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1. Bosnia i Herzegovina 
 

A special segment of preparing a public procurement procedure and issuing the call for 

competition concerns the need to define tender documentation in accordance with 

principles of thriftiness and non-discrimination. This primarily refers to procurement of 

certain supplies such as equipment and devices, passenger vehicles, hardware and software 

for IT systems etc.  

Namely, the conducted monitoring has noted that in certain number of cases, specification 

of tender documentation overlaps with technical characteristics of certain goods or services 

which are provided only by certain producers, making them solely appropriate for 

submitting bids.  

Thus the procurement of passenger vehicles with given characteristics can only be provided 

by one authorized dealer of a certain car brand on the domestic market, which disqualifies 

other potential bidders in advance. This makes the single authorized dealer of the same car 

brand repeatedly apply to the tender, with the tender winner practically known in advance. 

 

Representatives of the Electric Power Company of Republic of Srpska 

prefer only VW Passats 

 

The procurement concerned passenger vehicles in 2012 and 2013. As in the 

majority of other public procurements, no previous consultation of market 

conditions for the procurement has been conducted, except as it pertains to the 

specific type of vehicle (Volkswagen Passat) and its technical specification has 

been prepared. It can be said that documentation prepared in this way 

discriminates against certain bidders, because it favours the sellers of VW 

vehicles. This is corroborated by the fact that all 3 bidders were authorized 

dealers of the given company. It is interesting that the estimated value of the 

procurement represents classified information, but that nevertheless the bids 

always accord with this defined framework (namely less than 1% of the contract 

value). 
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The process of preparing tender documentation is very important for transparent and 

efficient conduct of a public procurement procedure. However, many procuring entities 

have still not adopted valid internal rules for the conduct of public procurements in a way 

that would be uniform. This enables discretionary behaviour, reducing transparency and 

enabling some irregularities in procedures themselves. It is noticeable however that 

majority of procuring entities use standard documentation models mandated by the Public 

Procurement Agency.  

 

 

Civil protection in the Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina and 

problems in preparing procurement of flood rescue equipment 

 

In 2013, a new public procurement procedure was conducted to procure tools 

and equipment for water and underwater rescue and protection, following an 

unsuccessful procedure conducted in 2012, when the open procedure was the 

chosen type of the public procurement procedure. The procurement was divided 

into 7 lots (from diving equipment to boats and outboard boat motors).  

The criterion for the selection of bids and for contract award envisaged by 

tender documentation was the cheapest technically satisfying bid. However, 

tender documentation also defined sub-criteria such as price (70%) and 

supplies delivery deadline (30%), which was the reason why this process was 

cancelled by the second-instance review body, namely the Procurement Review 

Body. The contracting entity was subsequently required to delete sub-criteria, 

which was done by the contracting entity and the procedure was re-launched.  

It can be said that tender documentation had set too rigorous conditions 

regarding technical and professional qualifications. An analysis of submitted 

bids has shown that no firm has satisfied conditions envisaged by tender 

documentation. The procedure was thus cancelled once again. 
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Almost two thirds of public procurements analyzed in the framework of the conducted 

monitoring pertained to procurements conducted using the open procedure. It should be 

said that in about 50% of cases, tender documentation was free of charge and that in over 

90% of cases, documentation was prepared in accordance with the instruction for 

preparation of standard tender documentation provided by the Public Procurement 

Agency. What is certainly worrying is that a large number of these procedures were 

cancelled due to insufficient number of bids, decisions by a second-instance review body or 

due to the refusal of the single bid due to the discrepancy between the offered and the 

estimated value of procurement. This indicates that there are – also previously noted - 

problems with overly high barriers to competition (e.g. overly high bid bonds, complex 

tender documentation, underestimated „estimated” value of certain procurements etc.). 

 

Procurement of office supplies  

and seeking a second-instance review 

 

The procurement concerned office supplies and paper, toners and cartridges for 

printers for the needs of the General Secretariat of the House of Representatives 

and the House of Peoples of the Parliament of the Federation of Bosnia and 

Herzegovina. The open procedure was applied and the conclusion of a 12-month 

framework agreement was envisaged. The criterion for assessing bids and for 

contract award was defined as economically the most advantageous bid with the 

following sub-criteria: unit price of paper, cartridges, colours and toners (60%), 

unit price of other office supplies (20%), delivery deadline (10%), discount (5%) 

and date of payment (5%). 

A total of 6 bids were submitted, out of which 5 were considered qualified. The 

tender was cancelled due to the appeal granted to the bidders. Namely, the 

bidders complained about the abnormally low price of some of the supplies by 

the winning bid. It is interesting that more than 100 supplies were procured 

applying a single public procurement procedure.  
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2. Montenegro 
 

In the case of some contracting entities, on the basis of a call for competition it was not 

possible to establish a clear link between procurement and a public procurement plan. The 

example is procurement of tyres for the Interior Ministry in 2012. The plan envisaged the 

procurement as procurement of motor vehicle parts and equipment.  

No contract entity provided information on the estimated value of individual procurement 

supplies. Instead, these contracting entities only specified the total estimated value. 

Moreover, frequently there were discrepancies in different documents pertaining to the 

same tender, as well as insufficiently precise information in the call for competition on the 

subject-matter of the procurement.  

 

The cheapest bid or 

economically the most 

advantageous bid 

 

All analyzed public procurements of 

the Clinical Centre of Montenegro 

showed inconsistencies between the 

decision to issue a call for 

competition and the call for 

competition itself. Namely, the 

decisions specify the cheapest and 

economically the most advantageous 

bid as the contract award criteria, 

while all calls for competition specify 

only the cheapest bid as the criterion 

for contract award.  

 

Paying charge for tender 

documents so as to obtain 

information on the subject-

matter of the procurement  

 

What appears obvious from available 

documents is that the call for 

competition issued by the Interior 

Ministry concerning procurement of 

tyres does not contain information on 

the types of tyres being procured (e.g. 

tyres of the type 195/65 R 16 C M + S). 

For bidders to obtain information 

whether they can submit their tender 

offers, it was necessary to pay charges 

for tender documentation or to 

request an insight into tender 

documentation in order to find out 

detailed specification of tyres which 

the Ministry was trying to procure.  
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In calls for competition to publicly procure supplies, services or works, as well as in public 

procurement plans, vocabulary used frequently does not match the Common Procurement 

Vocabulary (CPV) code.  

 

The Common Procurement Vocabulary  

 

The CPV number stated in the decision by the Constitutional Court in 2013 to 

issue the call for competition to publicly procure paper does not match the code 

for this public procurement subject found in the Common Procurement 

Vocabulary (CPV). However, the decision on the selection of the most favourable 

bid cited a new number, which matches the number from the CPV register.  

 

Particularly worrying are discriminatory conditions which some institutions set forth in 

their call for competition for public procurement of supplies, services and works.  

 

Nothing but Kaspersky  

 

In two procurement procedures that have been conducted, the Agency for 

Electronic Communications has requested nothing but Kaspersky antivirus 

software, thereby discriminating against other bidders. The fact which 

corroborates potential discrimination against other bidders is the fact that a 

single bidder applied to both tenders. The Agency justified its decision by saying 

that the existing Kaspersky licences were expiring at different time frames and 

that other antivirus software would have been incompatible with the existing 

software. Furthermore, they stated that the engineers working at the Agency’s IT 

Department, have had a long-term positive experience with aforementioned 

antivirus software, whose management is centralized and that a transference to 

some other antivirus software would have jeopardized the stability of the 

Agency’s IT system.  
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3. Macedonia 
 

Given the fact that the legal obligation to publish tender documentation on the Electronic 

System for Public Procurement (for all tenders exceeding 500 EUR) became effective on 1 

January 2014, the conclusion after observing cases is that, prior to the effectiveness of this 

obligation, only few institutions published their tender documentation online, despite the 

fact that it was possible to do so.  

What characterizes most of the analyzed samples of tender documentation is that criteria 

for evaluating qualification of bidders are set high and that this impacted very adversely on 

the intensity of competition which, in the bulk of the analyzed procedures, tended to boil 

down to one bidder. Other requirements included huge previous annual turnover, a 

specified number of employees on staff and their qualifications, obligation to possess 

specified pieces of equipment, even requiring bidders to provide evidence that they 

operated with profit in previous years. By contrast, technical specifications tended to range 

from overly detailed description of the procurement subject, to the lack of any even 

remotely precise description, leaving price as the selection criterion for the best offer which 

can be detrimental to the quality of the subject of procurement. 

In terms of the criteria used for selecting the best offer, the cheapest bid dominated the 

analyzed procedures, while the weaknesses identified among the cases which relied on 

"economically the most advantageous bid" pertain to the elements relevant for proper and 

objective evaluation of quality.  

The analysis of cases also indicates a problem with requesting bid bonds for the submission 

of bids and for contract performance. Given that it is a subjective right of institutions to opt 

for the requiring bid bonds, it is noticeable that there are no rules as to when and to what 

amount they should be used, either in terms of the procurement subject, or in relation to 

the value of the procurement. 
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The requirement for submitting a bid – the winning company must 

hire those dismissed from the clinic 

 

In its procurement of food for patients, the public health institution University 

Clinic for Surgery "Sv. Naum Ohridski - Skopje" required, among other things, 

bidders to employ seven food servers previously dismissed from the clinic. More 

to the point, the bidders were, as stated in the tender documentation, required to 

submit a signed declaration undertaking not to lay off the hired serving staff for 

the duration of the period of the contract performance; further, they had to 

commit that the serving staff would be transferred to positions corresponding to 

their qualifications; that they would receive wages not lower than those they 

had received from the clinic in the previous three months; that their health and 

pension insurance would be paid, etc.  

The only bidder that submitted an offer and was awarded the contract was the 

same company with whom the clinic had already concluded contracts for the 

supply of food for patients in the previous two years. 

 

 

 

Favouring companies with existing stocks of the procurement subject 

 

In their procurement of industrial salt, public undertaking "Macedonia Roads" 

(„Makedonija pat“) favoured bidders who held stocks of the subject-matter of 

procurement on two grounds: stockpiles of industrial salt were required in order 

to participate in the tender and carried ten out of maximum 100 score points for 

the best bid. Insisting that bidders had stockpiles of salt was unreasonable 

considering that the deadline for the first delivery of salt, according to the 

tender documentation, was over two months ahead. Perhaps this explains why 

only one bidder responded to this sizable procurement worth as much as 1 

million Euros, the same one with whom the contract was later concluded. 
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The same type of procurement but different criteria for evaluating 

bidder qualification  

 

Macedonian Power Plants JSC (AD Elektrane Makedonije) and Public Enterprise 

for Railway Infrastructure "Macedonian Railways - Infrastructure" 

("Makedonski železnici – Infrastruktura“) both procured antivirus software 

applying the open procedure. Comparison of their criteria for assessing the 

bidders seems to best reflect the subjective approach used by the institutions 

when writing down the tender criteria. Power Plants JSC required that bidders 

present only a valid document issued by the manufacturer (MAF), certifying 

them to carry out such a type of procurement in the Republic of Macedonia, and 

their certificates held for ISO 9001: 2008 and ISO 27001 standards. By contrast, 

Macedonian Railways - Infrastructure required that bidders present evidence 

that they did not undergo financial losses over the past three years; evidence 

that they employed at least six graduate telecommunications engineers; copies 

of FCN and FCNSP certificates held by two engineers on the staff; proof of the 

completed development and implementation of a suite of programs, including a 

copy of at least one contract concluded in the previous 36 months; certificates 

for the quality management system standards, namely: ISO 9001: 2008, ISO 

27001: 2005; ISO 20000: 1: 2011 (ICT system integration) and for environmental 

management, ISO 14001: 2004 (ICT system integration). 
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4. Serbia 
 

A public procurement committee set up by a contracting authority plays the most important 

part at the stage of public procurement which starts with preparation of tender documents 

and (ideally) ends with conclusion of the contract. Despite legal obligations that members 

of a public procurement committee must have professional qualifications relevant to the 

subject-matter of public procurement, in most cases no data are available about 

professional background of committee members. The new law also insists on committee 

members signing a statement confirming absence of any conflict of interest as a part of the 

process of setting up a committee. Although at first sight it might seem illogical that the said 

statement should be signed before any bids are received, the PPL provides a very restrictive 

definition of the conflict of interest which encompasses a very small number of cases for 

which it is possible to know beforehand whether there is a conflict of interest25. The 

Republic Commission for the Protection of Rights is responsible for determining absence of 

conflict of interest in a public procurement procedure. However, the Law on Anti-

Corruption Agency provides a much broader definition of the conflict of interest and lays 

down competences of the Agency to determine existence of the conflict of interest. It is 

unclear what would happen if a committee would found that there was no conflict of 

interest in a particular case, while the Agency found otherwise. In any case, this conflict of 

jurisdiction should be resolved by amending the Law.  

After monitoring cases of public procurements it was established that for the most part 

decisions to initiate a public procurement procedure and tender documentation do 

correspond to descriptions of procurement provided in a public procurement plan.  

However, tender documentation in the bulk of analyzed procurements deviated from the 

plan in two probably crucial elements – the estimated price and the envisaged quantities. 

We recorded only one case of the conduct of an unplanned public procurement, which 

constitutes an illegal practice, and it involved the Higher Court in Belgrade.  

Tender documents required paying a charge of 3,000 RSD in only two of the analyzed cases 

(conducted under 2008 PPL) and we recorded no charges for tender documentation in the 

rest of the cases. The bid bond also meets the standards prevailing in this field (usually 2% 

                                                           
25 Conflict of interest in terms of this Law exists when the ratio of representatives of the contracting authority 
and of the bidders may affect the impartiality of the contracting authority in making decisions in the 
procurement process, i.e.: 
1) If a representative of the contracting authority or an associated person participates in the management of 
the bidder; 
2) if a representative of the contracting authority or associated person owns more than 1% of the share or 
equities of the bidder; 
3) If a representative of the contracting authority or associated person is employed or engaged by bidder or 
doing business with it. 
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for the seriousness of the bid and 10% for the contract performance) and is not set forth in 

a way that would discriminate against some bidders.  

However, we observed discriminatory specifications and requirements in several cases, 

namely: procurement subject-matter description in terms of a specific brand (e.g. Michelin 

tyres for vehicles); specification of unnecessary features and characteristics that 

correspond to a single product (e.g. vehicle seats upholstered in gray perforated leather); 

specification of rigorous and unnecessary additional requirements concerning technical 

capacities of the bidder (e.g. a minimum of 80m² of office space for a bidder offering air 

conditioning systems). 

Several of the same types of procurements analyzed under PPL 2008 and PPL 2012 saw a 

significant drop in the price of the purchased supplies and services which can probably be 

attributed to a higher degree of transparency and better control over public procurement 

procedures provided under the new law. 

Hybrid and not just any! 

The public undertaking "Electric Power Company of Serbia" conducted public 

procurement of ten passenger vehicles purchased in two procurements, of which the 

first involved eight cars, including a "hybrid drive vehicle." The public procurement was 

conducted independently "for the purpose of business operation in the public 

undertaking EPCS". A particularly interesting part of the specification for first public 

procurement was the technical characteristics for Lot 1 - hybrid drive passenger 

vehicle. It consisted of two densely typed out pages going into tiniest details in 

describing a vehicle with engine cubic capacity of 3,200 cm³ to 3,500 cm,³ which had to 

include, for example: tire pressure sensor; airbags for the driver's and front 

passenger’s knees, as well as side airbags for all seats; BiHID-xenon headlights (High 

Intensity Discharge) with headlight wipers; multi-information display in the 

centrepiece console (EMV touch screen display); rear-view camera; and, FM/AM/LW 

RDS audio system with an integrated six CD automatic changer and ten speakers! 

There is also a detailed description of the interior, starting with seats - leather 

(perforated), in light gray colour, with heaters and ventilation, electric seat adjustment 

with adjustment memory for the driver and the front passenger, wooden interior 

applications and even rain sensors. It is hard to resist an impression that the 

specification had been copied verbatim directly from the only bidder, this being Toyota 

(the LEXUS make). In other words, this specification of technical characteristics is 

anything but neutrally worded, and therefore the impression that the call for 

competition in public procurement of this vehicle was a mere formality. 
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Business premises as a requirement for the supply and installation of air 

conditioners 

Over three consecutive years, in 2012, 2013 and 2014, the National Employment Service 

conducted a public procurement procedure for air conditioners. In May 2012 a low-value 

public procurement procedure was initiated with a ten-day deadline for submission of bids. 

Tender documentation laid down interesting conditions in terms of both personnel and 

technical capacities, requesting that the bidder employed a minimum of five workers for 

indefinite period of time, two of which had to be certified technicians, and copies of forms 

verifying that the employees were registered for pension and disability insurance was 

requested for all employees, as evidence of compliance with the conditions. Also, the bidder 

was obligated to have a minimum of 60m² of office space, either as owner or renter, and a 

minimum of one freight vehicle with 500kg cargo capacity. Two bidders responded to the 

tender, and one bid was dismissed as invalid since the bidder failed to submit all evidence 

of meeting the requirements. The contract was concluded with the other bidder. Over the 

next two years (2013 and 2014), the NES requirements became more stringent - the bidder 

had to have a minimum of 80m² of office space and a minimum of two vehicles with 500-

2850kg cargo capacity. In addition, they had to have a minimum of ten employees, 

including five technicians among whom air conditioning mechanics and electric power 

technicians, certified (by the device manufacturer) to service the devices offered in the bid, 

three workers with medical certificates for working at heights and one employee a 

graduate electrical engineer holding License 450. Also, only workers who became 

employed by the bidder at least two months before the calling of the tender could be 

considered. In addition, the supplier had to have adopted the Risk Assessment Act, a copy of 

which was required as a proof of compliance with conditions. This tender, announced in 

September 2013 as an urgent procurement procedure of low value with the 8-day deadline 

for submission of bids (a minimum statutory deadline) was responded by only one bidder 

with whom the contract was concluded. The rationale provided by the public procurement 

committee explained the lack of competition as a result of the tight deadline for submission 

of bids, even though the notice was published on the website of the contracting authority 

and on the Public Procurement Portal. In March 2014, the NSE re-issued a public 

procurement tender. This time the deadline for submission of bids was 10 days and three 

bids were received, of which two were dismissed because the bidders either submitted 

incomplete (not filled out) documentation or failed to meet all the requirements. 

Interestingly, the bid opening was only attended by two representatives of the bidder 

whose bid was the only one acceptable. It was the same bidder who won the tender the 

previous year. It is indicative that only one bidder for two years in a row met all of the 

somewhat rigorous requirements for the procurement and installation of air conditioners, 

submitted all required evidence and was awarded the tender, despite the proactive and 

transparent publication of the notice.  
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III THE CONDUCT OF A PUBLIC PROCUREMENT PROCEDURE 

 

The Comparative Finding 
 

In all of the four observed countries, the biggest problem identified in the conduct of public 

procurement procedures was very low level of competition: one or two bidders responded 

in the bulk of the analyzed public procurements. While in most cases it is clear that 

discriminatory requirements were at the root of the small number of bids submitted, 

instances of one or two bids being submitted were also recorded in cases where no 

discriminatory requirements were set forth and those where clearly many entities 

performing the required activity were available on the market.  

As to the committees evaluating bids, the analysis indicated that experts in given areas as a 

rule do not take part in the work of these committees, and also that their role is reduced to 

assessing the formal tender requirements.  

Even though there are legal attempts to avoid conflict of interest in establishing 

committees, this issue has not been adequately resolved in none of the four countries. 

Statements confirming absence of any conflict of interest are most often signed on the day a 

committee is set up i.e. prior to gaining insight into the bidder structure.  

 

1. Bosnia i Herzegovina 
 

Monitoring has indicated that in the conduct of public procurement procedures, contracting 

authorities abide by legally established rules governing formation of public procurement 

committees. It is interesting to note that in many cases the number of members of a 

committee remains five (5), plus a person acting as the secretary of the committee, 

regardless of the fact that the estimated value of procurement is below the international 

threshold. There is even a report about a procurement committee comprising seven (7) 

members plus a person acting as the secretary. Such numerous membership in committees 

points to the fact that their engagement is paid for and has resulted from such a policy. 
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A seven-member committee to procure several air conditioners 

This public procurement concerned the purchase of air conditioners and was 

subdivided into lots, and the open procedure was applied to conduct the 

procurement. Lot 1 related to the purchase of fixed air conditioners, while Lot 2 

related to the purchase of movable air conditioners. The value of procurement 

amounted to 38,506.22 KM for Lot 1 and 670.00 KM for Lot 2.  

As many as a seven-member committee, plus the Secretary, was appointed for 

the said public procurement, in keeping with the legally established rules. The 

Public Procurement Law provides that a seven-member committee should be 

used in public procurement procedures which fall under the category of 

procurements with the international threshold, which certainly was not the case 

here. 

 

A more detailed analysis suggests that members of a procurement committee never delve 

into a deeper analysis, within the framework of a public procurement procedure, but are 

mainly focused on assessing compliance with formal requirements outlined in the tender 

documentation, meaning those met by attaching certain paperwork and/or piece of 

evidence. Such practice certainly does not contribute to ensuring that principles of public 

procurement are adequately observed and consequently there are numerous irregularities. 

Thus, monitoring identified: participation of associated parties in certain public 

procurement procedures; sizable oversights in the defining of tender documentation; non-

compliance with the proper conduct of a public procurement procedure, etc.  

 

 

What is the extent of accountability of a public procurement 

committee in a procurement of shoes? 

This procurement involved obtaining 2,000 pairs of shoes for Bosnia and 

Herzegovina Border Police in 2013. It was not envisaged to be subdivided into 

lots. The estimated contract value was 330,000 KM (including VAT) and the plan 

was to conduct the open procedure. Six bids were submitted for the said 

procurement, of which three were assessed as acceptable.  
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Reasons provided for dismissing the other bidders included incomplete tender 

documentation, non-compliance with required standards for the subject of 

procurement, failure to uphold standards proscribed for bidders etc  

It can be argued that the tender documentation had been prepared so as to 

slightly discriminate against certain bidders since it cited many small details 

favouring certain goods. It is certainly unacceptable that all three companies 

which were assessed as meeting the requirements, were in fact "associated 

entities," the fact which the public procurement committee failed to establish. 

Insight into the work of companies B and C establishes them as branches of 

company A, the tender bid winner. Interestingly, the bid prepared by the 

company B was as much as 300% higher than their 2012 annual income, while 

the company C was not even listed in the business register updated in 2013.  

 

 

2. Montenegro 

 

In the observed public tenders, certain institutions always received offers from the same 

bidders who then went on to win the tenders. Such was the case with the Agency for 

Electronic Communications and Postal Services, the Clinical Centre of Montenegro, 

Montenegro Post, Montenegro Road (Monteput) and the Parliament of Montenegro, while 

the tenders for the procurement of tyres for the Ministry of Interior for the most part 

involved the same two bidders. 

Thus, when procuring vehicles in 2013, the post office went into minute details as to what 

the vehicles must possess, such as: metallic car paint, specified engine cubic capacity, all-

wheel drive, car radio with a specified number of speakers, audio controls on the steering 

wheel, driver's seat lumbar adjustment, seat heating, tinted glass, etc. Only one bidder 

responded to the said tender, the Pegasus, who ended up as the top-ranking bidder. 

Next, for the procurement of desktop computers and laptops for the Parliament of 

Montenegro, the contracting authority stated in the tender documentation that: "A bidder 

must provide a valid document certifying that (unless manufacturer of equipment) it is in 

partnership with manufacturer of the equipment, as evidenced by manufacturer 

authorization form (MAF) or by its authorized representative for the territory of 

Montenegro".  
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Because of this, among other things, “Jugodata” from Podgorica as a bidder submitted an 

application for review alleging that such a requirement was discriminatory. In the end, only 

one bidder responded to the call for tender to procure subject-matter of this lot, namely 

"Saga CG" which ended up as the top-ranking bidder. 

Among the most troubling instances was a public procurement case from 2013, where the 

Clinical Centre of Montenegro first cancelled the lots for procurement of meat and meat 

products because the bid submitted by the Meat Industry "Goranović" was by 22,000 Euros 

higher than the estimated value of 200,000 Euros, only to then, in the repeated tendering, 

increase the estimated value to 222,000 Euros, i.e. the amount previously offered by 

"Goranović." "Goranović" again responded to the said public procurement, bidding slightly 

less than 220,000 Euros and as the only bidder won the public procurement. This case 

rightly raises doubts that the estimated value was fitted to suit the bidder, at the expense of 

the state budget.  

Also, tender 8 of the Ministry of Interior for the purchase of car tyres, called in 2012, 

required that the tyres be of high quality and correspond to the quality of certain brands of 

vehicles - which may indicate that the police tried to indirectly favour the more expensive 

types of tyres i.e. their importers. Only two bidders responded to all tenders in the observed 

years, “Efel Travel” and “Efel Motors,” and were awarded individual tenders and/or lots. 

Only after annulling the tender in 2013 did two new bidders appear in the tenders of which 

one was even top-ranked for one of the lots. 

The public procurement for hiring road maintenance machinery (snow removal) failed to 

specify the manner in which the contracting authority determined the estimated value of 

the said procurement. This is particularly important given that two years in a row, only one 

company, Montenegro Road, appeared with an identical bid for two consecutive years.  

 

3. Macedonia 

 

Public procurement committees were appointed in all analyzed procedures, but the 

competence of committee members for the subject-matter of the procurement was never 

specified, nor did any institution appoint an expert procurement committee to evaluate the 

tenders.  

As for signing of declarations confirming the absence of any conflict of interest, the 

following was identified in some of the cases: 

- Statements lacked the date of signature; 
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- Signing is done on the day of the appointment of the commission, a stage during 

which it is impossible to assess the risk of conflict of interest, since the bidders are 

unknown; 

- A case was recorded of statements being signed after having concluded a public 

procurement contract.  

 

As to the issue of competition in tenders, we can note that it was extremely low in the 

analyzed instances, i.e. in many conducted procedures it boiled down to one bidder. The 

issue of little competition is all the more important in view of the current concept applied in 

the Republic of Macedonia which requires that procedures exceeding 500 Euros in value 

are conducted via electronic auctioning (based on negative bidding where the bidders 

compete in offering a lower purchase price). Understandably, in tenders responded by only 

one bidder, as was the case in most of the analyzed procedures, i.e. in 14 of 21 cases, there 

are no conditions to hold e-auctions. Such situations increase the risk that originally offered 

prices might not be the most favourable, given the unwritten rule that bidders offer higher 

prices just before the e-auction as they are expected to continue to lower price.  

Part of the analyzed institutions failed to observe the deadline for rendering decisions 

about the best tender, so the deadlines were overrun by several up to 50 days.  

 

Risk of subjective evaluations of bids 

In their procurement of paper for printing and photocopying, the General Affairs Service of 

the Government of the Republic of Macedonia used the criterion of "the economically 

advantageous tender" with two elements: price - 70 score points and quality - 30 score 

points. In its tender documentation, the Service stated that the quality would be evaluated 

in the following manner: Maximum 30 score points will be awarded to the bid with the best 

quality of paper, which would be stated after the submitted samples have been tasted by 

the machines used by the Service, while the rest of the bids will receive score points 

proportionate to quality. The report about the conducted procedure fails to provide a 

detailed explanation about scoring of bids, and makes it clear that only one bid has been 

awarded maximum 30 score points, while two of the remaining bids received respectively 

20 score points each, and another two bids respectively received 10 score points each for 

quality. The offer which was awarded maximum score on quality was ranked first by 

winning 90.01 score points (60.01 score points for the price + 30 score points for quality) 

against the second ranked bid which scored 90.00 score points (70.00 score points for the 

price + 20.00 for quality). The slight difference in the score of only 0.01 point casts 

additional shadow on the manners of quality evaluation and scoring. 
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Principle of equal treatment 

and non-discrimination of 

bidders called into question 

 

As a condition for participation in 

the tender for procuring the services 

of washing of official vehicles, the 

Ministry of Justice requested that 

bidders own two car washing 

services, of which one within 1 km 

radius of the Ministry. Of the three 

bids received, two were excluded 

from evaluation because of failure to 

meet the aforementioned 

requirements. This restriction of 

competition is not in the spirit of the 

Public Procurement Law, which 

guarantees equal treatment and 

non-discrimination of bidders. 

 

 

 

Requirements set forth in the 

procurement procedure but 

forgotten in the final contract 

 

Conditions requested by the Ministry 

of Information Society and 

Administration in their procurement 

of IT equipment, never become part 

of the awarded contract. Namely, the 

tender documents, along with a 

model contract, provided obligations 

of the contractor to provide a bid 

bond for the quality of 

implementation to the amount of 

10%. However, the awarded contract 

for this procurement did not obligate 

the supplier to provide the bid bond 

for the quality execution of the 

contract as envisaged by the tender 

documentation. 

 

4. Serbia 

 

In all the analyzed cases formal requirements were observed during the opening of the 

submitted bids: all cases contain the minutes on the bid opening, as well as reports on the 

expert assessment of the bids. Both contain all elements prescribed by the law, and in many 

cases the opening was attended by representatives of the bidders who put their signatures 

on the minutes verifying that they have no objections to the procedure.  
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In the analysis, we were unable to determine the extent to which bidders met statutory 

requirements and any special conditions prescribed by the contracting authority, since in 

most cases this documentation was not submitted to us. 

The biggest problem observed at this stage was the low degree of competition: one or two 

bids were submitted in over half of the public procurement cases analyzed. The second bid 

was often submitted with incomplete documentation. Such a case was reported in the 

analyzed car wash procurement: nine ministries procured this service over a period of 

three years, and only in two cases more than two bidders responded. In as many as nine 

cases the contract was concluded on the basis of a single received bid. At the same time, the 

procurement of bookbinding services by the General Affairs Directorate was suspended, 

with a rationale that competition was not provided, because only one bidder of the 

statutory minimum of three responded. This is a novelty in the centralized public 

procurement. On the other hand, despite the fact that law establishes that in the case of a 

single bid minutes on expert evaluation of the bid must also include an assessment of 

reasons for the low response of bidders and recommendations for improving the 

competition, this obligation was met only in a small number of cases. 

The practice observed in 2012 was that contracts concluded with suppliers totalled the 

amount envisaged as the value of procurement, despite the fact that it exceeded the amount 

offered in the bid. With the entry into force of the new PPL in April 2013, this practice was 

discontinued. 

 

Bidders divide tenders by lots among themselves 

 

When analyzing the cases of public procurement, a potentially dangerous 

practice of rigging the competition was observed on two occasions. Namely, only 

two bidders responded to the procedure of procuring vehicle tyres called by the 

Directorate for General Affairs in 2012. Given that the procurement was 

subdivided into five lots - by the type of a tyre - bids were rigged so that one 

bidder submitted an offer for two lots, and the other for the remaining three. In 

this way, contract was concluded with both bidders. This practice raises doubts 

about the possibility of pre-agreement between bidders themselves. In the 

remaining two observed years, the bids were organized so that some lots exist in 

both bids, but the observed contract for R15 tyres was awarded to the same 

bidder for all three years. The two identical bidders responded in both years. 
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Nejasni uslovi za učešće na tenderu ili nešto drugo – šest ponuđača sa 

identičnim nedostatkom dokumentacije 

 

Prilikom nabavke usluge redovnog održavanja i servisiranja liftova u Javnom 

preduzeću Službeni glasnik, pristiglo je čak osam ponuda. Međutim, čak šest 

ponuda je odbijeno zbog identičnog nedostatka u konkursnoj dokumentaciji. Reč 

je o dostavljanju dokaza da su zaposleni radnici sertifikovani za održavanje 

konkretnih tipova liftova koji su navedeni u konkursnoj dokumentaciji. U toku 

postupka, jedan od ponuđača tražio je pojašnjenje uslova sertifikovanja 

radnika, a odgovor je objavljen na sajtu Službenog glasnika. I pored toga, šest 

ponuda nije dostavilo dokaze o ispunjenosti ovog uslova, pa je odbačeno, a 

ugovor je sklopljen sa jedinim ponuđačem koji je ispunio sve uslove. Zbog ovoga, 

iako je kriterijum za odabir najpovoljnije ponude bio najniža ponuđena cena, 

ugovor je dodeljen ponuđaču sa daleko višom cenom od najniže. 

 

 

IV THE REVIEW PROCEDURE 

 

The Comparative Overview 
 

The analyzed cases of public procurement suggest that there are numerous problems in 

mechanisms of protection of bidders. In Serbia and Macedonia no review of cases observed 

has been recorded, although problems were identified in some cases of public procurement 

that could represent solid grounds for an appeal. The reasons for this have not been an 

object of any study so far and some of the reasons certainly have to do with the lack of trust 

of bidders in the review mechanism, their insufficient legal knowledge and high charges for 

lodging an appeal. The overview of charges for filing a request for the protection of rights or 

lodging an appeal in all four countries is provided in Appendix 2 of this Report.  
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The review bodies themselves encounter numerous challenges in their functioning, 

primarily the problems of their very establishment as well as the lack of (human, technical 

and financial) capacities for quality exercise of their functions.  

 

1. Bosnia i Herzegovina 
 

The monitoring of public procurement procedures has identified frequent violations of the 

principle of legality due to the failure to observe all provisions of the Public Procurement 

Law. This primarily concerns the choice of the type of procedure, decisions on charges for 

tender documentation, requesting a bid bond for no real reason, drawing up tender 

documentation in a way that favours individual bidders, awarding contracts to companies 

that do not fulfil all conditions envisaged by the Law etc. Favouring of certain bidders by the 

contracting authorities constitutes violation of both the principle of non-discrimination and 

the principle of equal treatment. This happens frequently and the present monitoring 

furnishes additional evidence for it. Professional and technical standards are defined in 

such a way that only certain „favoured“ companies are able to meet them. A matter of 

additional concern is that such practice leads to a large number of appeals and applications 

for review, which further affects thriftiness of the procedures.  

 

Road salt for winter maintenance of streets in Sarajevo  

procured only at the end of winter 

 

The concrete public procurement concerns road salt for winter maintenance of 

streets by the Canton Public Utility Company „Rad.“ The envisaged public 

procurement was divided into three lots whereby lot 1 pertained to procurement 

of 5,000 tons of unpackaged salt with the estimated value of 750,000 KM, lot 2 

pertained to procurement of 500 tons of salt in 50-kilogram bags with the 

estimated value of 85,000 KM, while lot 3 pertained to procurement of 100 tons 

of calcium chloride in 25- and 50-kilogram bags with the estimated value of 

80,000 KM. 
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The call for competition was issued in June 2012 and it envisaged conducing of 

the open procedure. However, the application for review made to the 

Procurement Review Body led to the suspension of the first two lots of the 

procurement and to the issuing of a new call for competition. The new, second, 

call for competition was issued after the Canton Public Utility Company „Rad“ 

had brought the decision in mid August to cancel the public procurement 

procedure and to issue a new call for competition to procure the said two lots. A 

complicated tender documentation, especially in terms of the quality of supplies 

and the manner of quality control, led to numerous applications for review made 

to the contracting entity itself but also to Procurement Review Body (the second-

instance body). This has protracted the conduct of the procedure and the 

contract was awarded only in late December even though the procurement 

concerned equipment for the winter service that ought to have supplied much 

earlier than that. A large number of applications for review are the direct 

consequence of omissions made by the public procurement commission set up by 

the contracting entity.  

 

 

The November 2013 amendments to the Public Procurement Law envisaged that the 

Procurement Review Body as the second-instance body set up to subsidiary branch offices 

seated in Banja Luka and Mostar. The branches do not have the legal personality. The 

Procurement Review Body with the seat in Sarajevo is empowered to decide on the review 

of decisions on procurements worth over 800,000.00 KM, as well as all procurements 

conducted by institutions of Bosnia and Herzegovina and institutions of Brčko District of 

Bosnia and Herzegovina, as well as other contracting entities of Bosnia and Herzegovina 

and Brčko District of Bosnia and Herzegovina. The Procurement Review Body subsidiary 

branch offices in Banja Luka and Mostar are empowered to review decisions on 

procurements worth up to 800,000.00 KM, while the area of jurisdiction of each subsidiary 

branch is established on the basis of the seat of the contracting entity. Inappropriate 

logistical preparations prevented these branch offices from functioning consistently, 

successfully and efficiently and successfully exercising their powers of legal protection of 

bidders in Bosnia and Herzegovina. Namely, the branch offices have not been fully 

established to this very day and only in July 2014 the provision was added envisaging that 

applications for reviews can be made to the Appeals Office in Sarajevo until subsidiary 

branch offices have been fully established.  
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Suspension of the second-instance review due to the November 2014 

amendments to the Public Procurement Law  

 

The procurement conducted by the public enterprise „Mostar Roads“ concerned 

the supply and delivery of stewing stoneware (4-8 mm stone aggregates). The 

chosen type of the public procurement procedure was the open procedure. The 

procurement was divided into 14 lots according to the number of stewing 

stoneware stations. Nine full bids were submitted, but in some cases the 

submitted bid concerned four lots and in others it concerned only 1 lot. It should 

be pointed out that one application for review of the public procurement 

procedure was made, concerning the lack of qualification of one bidder who does 

not own the quarry, which was the condition envisaged by the tender 

documentation. The contracting entity dismissed the application and the 

Procurement Review Body declared itself incompetent to review of the awarded 

contract, which is worth less than 800,000.00 KM, because the subsidiary branch 

offices in Banja Luka and Mostar have not yet been fully established. 

 

 

 

2. Montenegro 
 

The bidders made applications for review of public procurement decisions in connection 

with tyres, insulin, computers and hospital food. They mostly appealed against the 

conditions which the bidders had to fulfil which were set forth by the contracting entities. 

In some cases decisions by the State Commission on these applications for review were 

questionable.  
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Making the contract compatible with the bid  

rather than with the Law 

 

The most typical example of the conduct of the State Commission was in the case 

of the application for review made by „Jugodata“ company in connection with 

the Parliament’s public call for competition for procurement of computers. 

Namely, the subject-matter of public procurement was described as follows in 

the tender documentation: „the bidder is obliged to provide a valid document 

certifying (unless it is manufacturer of the equipment) that it is in partnership 

with manufacturer of the equipment, as evidenced by the manufacturer 

authorization form (MAF) or its authorized proxy for the territory of 

Montenegro.“ The bidder „Jugodata“ from Podgorica made an application for 

review, alleging that such condition was discriminatory. According to the 

decision by the State Commission, this condition was not in accordance with the 

model contract that was an inherent part of tender documentation. Namely, the 

contract defined conditions and obligations which the bidder must fulfil and this 

obligation was not a part of it. Nevertheless, it is interesting that the State 

Commission did not examine whether this provision was discriminatory, but 

rather whether the provision was a part of the contract. In this way, the State 

Commission enabled the Parliament to subsequently modify the model contract 

and incorporate this condition into it, making this condition acceptable for the 

State Commission in case of a new application for review.  

 

The call for competition was reissued, but once again it contained the provision that „the 

bidder is obliged to provide a valid document (unless the manufacturer of the equipment), 

that it is in partnership with the manufacturer of the equipment, as testified by the 

manufacturer authorization form (MAF) or its authorized proxy for the territory of 

Montenegro.“ In late September, „Jugodata“ company made another application for review, 

alleging, among other things, that this condition was discriminatory. However, the State 

Commission found that this condition was in accordance with obligations of the model 

contract and did not examine the merits of possible discriminatory behaviour of the 

Parliament towards certain bidders. In the end, a single bid was received in the said public 

procurement procedure, „Saga CG“ which was eventually the first-ranked bidder.  
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3. Macedonia 
 

No applications for reviews were made concerning none of the analyzed public 

procurement procedures in Macedonia. This is to be expected given that the total number of 

applications for reviews of public procurement decisions in Macedonia is extremely low. 

Statistically speaking, an application for review is made in each 35th tender, namely out of 

18,654 public procurement procedures in 2013, in only 533 review was sought. The 

percentage of applications for reviews (2.9%) is considered to be extremely low even 

though the public procurement system in Macedonia envisages neither misdemeanour 

proceedings nor control during the conduct of the procedure (ex-ante) because the 

legislator maintained that this control should be exercised by bidders themselves and the 

possibility to apply for the review. The number of applications for reviews of the decisions 

does not correspond to numerous irregularities that were noticed in public procurements 

in Macedonia. The companies complain about high charges for making an application for 

review (especially in the case of low-value tenders) and have a lack of trust in the State 

Appeals Commission. The analysis also points out that there is a lack of knowledge among 

companies about the process of review of public procurement decisions.  

 

4. Serbia 

 

One of the findings of the conducted research is that in observed cases of public 

procurements (a total of 37 procurements of 14 types of supplies, works or services) no 

application for review was made to the Republic Commission for the Protection of Rights, 

even though in a large number of analyzed procurements, elements were present that could 

have constituted the grounds for an appeal. Even though it is difficult to surmise on the 

basis of an unrepresentative sample, this indicator could suggest that the problem lies in 

the review procedure itself. The number of applications for review made to the Republic 

Commission for the Protection of Rights increased in 2013 compared to the year before by 

over 30% and this tendency continued in 2014, which might indicate an increase of trust of 

bidders in the review body. On the other hand, the analyzed cases suggest that in the 

forthcoming period, if this trust continues to grow, the number of applications for review 

made to the Commission will continue to grow. But the Commission in its present capacities 

will not be able to process significantly increased number of cases (in 2013 the Public 

Procurement Office introduced an obligation of longer working hours and work on 

Saturdays in order to cut down the number of cases in which no action was taken within a 

legally envisaged deadline).  
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A large number of cases in which deadlines are violated impacts negatively on the trust of 

bidders and jeopardizes legal security. If the Commission in the short run does not increase 

the number of employees, the first misdemeanour disputes that arrive before the 

Commission will not produce a very different result.  

 

 

V THE CONDUCT OF THE PUBLIC PROCUREMENT PROCEDURE FROM 
CONTRACT AWARD TO CONTRACT PERFORMANCE 

 

The Comparative Overview 
 

It is telling that in all four countries, documents which most often fail to be submitted under 

the Law on Free Access to Information are precisely the documents from which it is 

possible to ascertain the extent of the performance of contracts awarded in public 

procurement procedures. Due to the lack of excerpts from payment records, invoices or 

confirmations on the receipt of supplies, works or services, in most cases it is not possible 

to ascertain whether specifications of contracted delivery items, contract prices or 

deadlines have been observed at the stage of performance of public procurement contracts. 

The analysis leaves an impression that after the contract has been awarded, the contracting 

entities do not systematically engage in analysis and control of performance of these 

contracts, even though it is often precisely at that stage that corruption takes hold of the 

entire public procurement process. 

 

1. Bosnia i Herzegovina 
 

The present chapter has not been encompassed by the analysis conducted in Bosnia and 

Herzegovina.26 

 

                                                           
26 The Public Procurement Law of Bosnia and Herzegovina does not envisage the control of the performance 
of contracts and none of the observed contracting authorities has submitted a final report on a concrete public 
procurement. There is no obligation to submit the final report on the performance of a contract, even though 
the contract may involve a contracting authority in terms of the Law.  
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2. Montenegro 
 

Even though information was sought which pertains to the performance of contracts i.e. the 

delivery of goods or services, we have not been able to obtain this information from the 

majority of institutions. Thus in most cases we do not know whether obligations defined by 

the contract have been performed and whether the delivery has been controlled. It is not 

possible to establish specific trends in the behaviour of state institutions.  

The institutions which have provided the requested information are: the Montenegro Post, 

Monteroad, kindergarten Đina Vrbica, the Tax Office, the National Parliament of 

Montenegro (car wash services) and the Montenegrin Central Bank. 

 

Payment made despite the cancelled public procurement  

 

The case of public procurement of road salt, conducted by the public 

undertaking „Monteroad“ in 2013, is interesting. Namely, after the report on this 

public procurement had been made, the decision to terminate the public 

procurement procedure was made and published. Despite the cancellation of the 

procurement, the payment of certain amount of money was made to the bidder 

„Trans Petrol,“ a limited-liability company from Podgorica, whose bid was 

rejected, as can be inferred from the bills and dispatch notes forwarded to the 

watchdog organization MANS. In late 2013, even though the contract was not 

concluded and officially the deal between „Monteroad“ and „Trans Petrol“ failed 

to be made, the payment of a total of 2,561.00 Euro was made for road gravel 

and salt, whereby the first bill totalled 1,524.96 Euro and the second bill totalled 

1,036.49 Euro. Both bills were issued on November 22, 2013, when the delivery 

was made, as can be inferred from the dispatch note. 
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3. Macedonia 
 

Only 3 out of 17 institutions whose tenders have been monitored for purposes of this 

analysis have fully submitted all requested documents which enable an insight into stages 

of implementation of a public procurement procedure following the contract award. A 

smaller number of institutions (6) have sent only basic information, but not the documents 

itself, while most institutions have not submitted any evidence about the performance of 

the contract. From submitted documents and available data, it can be inferred that there is a 

correspondence between the contract and the delivered items, their quantities and values. 

Concretely speaking, the supplies that were purchased were indeed delivered and paid. 

Given that the Public Procurement Law terminates at the moment of an award of a public 

procurement contract, it seems that this also marks a point when responsibility of people 

conducting public procurements for their public purchases terminates as well. The only 

institution in the country which controls the performance of public procurement contracts 

is the State Audit Institution which, due to its limited capacity, controls only a small fraction 

of institutions annually and its findings are regarded as a corrective measure rather than as 

evidence of the abuse of office.  

And public procurement delivery is the essence of the process, that is, the finality of the 

procedure. Therefore it is very important to attach greater importance to this stage. It is 

then that corruption, which in previous stages only consists of mutual deals and facilitation, 

actually takes place.  

It is interesting that in no case of the observed public procurements, institutions have used 

the possibility to provide information on contract performance to the Public Procurements 

Electronic System, even though such an option exists for over a year now in order to 

increase transparency of the disbursal of public funds.  

 

 

4. Serbia 
 

The analysis of public procurement cases conducted for purposes of this project 

encountered its greatest obstacle in an attempt to determine facts about realization of 

awarded contracts. Namely, the documents from which it is possible to gain an insight into 

delivered goods and payment of services or supplies were most frequently omitted 

documents among those collected under the Law on Free Access to Information of Public 

Importance.  
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The contract performance was most difficult to monitor in the case of successive 

procurements such as procurement of paper, car wash services or other supplies and 

services which are successively delivered over a period of one or several years. This is 

particularly problematic, given that all contracts which concern successive deliveries do not 

contain provisions which specify amounts of procured items or the dynamic of these 

deliveries. As a rule, such contracts are concluded for a one-year period, that is, until the 

procured items have been exhausted. This leaves an impression that even the contracting 

entities themselves do not have information on the quantity of paid services or goods in 

cases of, for example, car wash or elevator maintenance services. It should be noted that in 

these cases the quantity of procured items is not specified by the public procurement plan, 

the call for competition or the tendering documents.  

In those cases in which we have been able to gain a glimpse of the documents, there was a 

correspondence between contracted supplies or services and actually delivered supplies 

and services in terms of the subject-matter, quantity, price and delivery deadline.  

On the other hand, the analysis has shown that previously existing practice of frequently 

modifying important elements of the contract, primarily deadlines and prices, in 

subsequent modifications to the contract, has ceased. In the monitored cases, only two 

contract modifications have been made, one in which concerned an increase of the price for 

2% due to the increased VAT and the second concerned modification of the title of the 

procurer, given that the Ministry which concluded the contract changed its name.  
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Services paid before the 

contract had been awarded  

 

The available documents on the 

performance of the contract on 

regular maintenance and servicing 

of elevators forwarded by the public 

undertaking Official Gazette show 

that the first payment to the supplier 

was recorded a day before the 

contract was awarded. Namely, the 

contract was signed on March 11, 

2014 and the payment was made on 

March 10. The description of the 

payment said „the maintenance of 

elevators for February 2014.“ During 

the entire February the very 

procedure of public procurement 

was under way: all stages of the 

procedure were conducted precisely 

during that month. 

 

 

 

 

Contracts cancelled because the 

supplier discontinued its work 

 

A peculiar fate of an awarded contract 

was noted in the case of procurement 

of the car wash service by the Ministry 

of Justice in 2012 and 2013. Namely, 

seven months upon contract award, 

the supplier sent a communiqué to the 

Ministry saying that it’s closing its car 

wash business and that the contract 

therefore has to be cancelled. The 

communiqué by the supplier stated 

that the landlord of the car wash 

facility had one-sidedly terminated the 

contract on renting the car wash 

facility to the supplier, so the supplier 

is no longer able to conduct its 

business. In the forthcoming year, this 

Ministry awarded the contract for car 

wash services to a new supplier, but 

this contract was also annulled seven 

months after it was awarded. In the 

communiqué annulling the 

agreement, the new supplier said that 

it had to close its car wash „due to the 

solvency problems which emerged at 

the time of democratic elections which 

produced several-month delay of 

payments for our services by 

budgetary organizations.“ In both 

cases, tendering documentation did 

not envisage a bid bond in the case of 

a failure to perform the contract. 
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VI FREE ACCESS TO INFORMATION OF PUBLIC IMPORTANCE 

 

The Comparative Overview 
 

Free access to information of public importance is a key prerequisite for civil oversight of 

public procurement. All data for the analysis of cases of public procurement, other than 

those published on a proactive basis, were collected by exercising the right to free access to 

information established in all four states. The information that was requested for the 

purposes of present analysis was not confidential and there was no valid reason for failure 

to provide it. However, numerous pieces of information and documents necessary for the 

analysis were denied to the teams involved in the research. The number of instances of 

completely ignoring the requests for information or refusals to provide information and 

documentation was very low in all countries. However, the number of cases of submitting 

incomplete documentation was extremely high and this constituted a serious problem in 

the preparation of this analysis. Public procurement portals that operate in three of the four 

states do not fully serve their purpose because they lack information and documents which 

would enable a comprehensive survey of public procurements. There is no valid 

justification for the portal operators whose portals fail to fully correspond to their purpose 

and name. They should contain all relevant documents pertaining to public procurements. 

This would greatly facilitate the job of the contracting authorities, bidders, oversight bodies 

and all those interested in public procurements and any aspect thereof. Nor should the 

savings incurred by portals being structured in such a way be underestimated. The 

following table shows the most important information relating to the collection of data 

about the analyzed cases of public procurement in the four countries. 

It was certainly precisely the documentation which reveals misconduct and misuse of 

public finances which failed to be forwarded. On the one hand this includes invoices, bills, 

bank statements confirming a money transaction, the documents showing whether the 

payment dynamics envisaged by the contract has been observed and on the other hand this 

includes certificates on the receipt of the procurement items, the specification of delivered 

supplies or services and the like.  
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 BH MNE MCD SRB 

NUMBER OF 

SUBMITTED 

REQUESTS FOR 

INFORMATION 

38* 246 17 37 

THE BODY 

DECLARED ITSELF 

NON-COMPETENT 

/ 
7 

(2.85%) 
/ / 

THE BODY 

ALLEGED NOT TO 

POSSESS THE 

INFORMATION 

/ 
24  

(9.76%) 
/ 

1 

(2.7%) 

THE BODY FAILED 

TO RESPOND TO 

THE REQUEST 

 
82  

(33.33%) 
/ / 

PARTIAL 

DOCUMENTATION 

RECEIVED 

2 

(5.26%) 

15 

(6.10%) 

14 

(82.35%) 

32 

(86.48%) 

FULL 

DOCUMENTATION 

RECEIVED 

32 

(84.21%) 

118 

(47.96%) 

3 

(17.65%) 

4 

(10.82%) 

NO 

DOCUMENTATION 

RECEIVED 

4 

(10.53%) 
/ / / 

* In nine cases under urgency procedure  
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1. Bosnia i Herzegovina 
 

A total of 38 inquiries were submitted to institutions or contracting authorities at all levels in 

Bosnia and Herzegovina, under FOIA B-H, FOIA FB-H and FOIA RS. 

The majority of institutions and 28 (74%) contracting authorities responded within the 

statutory period of 15 days, while urgencies were forwarded to 10 (26%) contracting 

authorities. 

Upon urgencies a total of 34 (89%) responses were received, as follows: 

- Complete responses 32 (94%) 

- Incomplete responses 2 (6%) 

No response/rejected request upon urgencies for 4 requests (10%). 

The Intelligence and Security Agency of Bosnia and Herzegovina, the General Affairs Service 

of the Institutions of BH, City Administration of Banja Luka and the University "Džamal 

Bjedić" from Mostar failed to submit any response. 

 

2. Montenegro 
 

All observed institutions proactively publish their public procurement plans, decisions on 

initiating public procurement procedures, calls for tenders, decisions on the selection of the 

best bidder and the awarded contracts on the Public Procurement Directorate portal. 

However, parts of documentation for some institutions are missing, mostly the basic public 

procurement plan. 

Ministry of Interior not on the Portal 

 

When searching the public procurement portal for the Ministry of Interior, no 

information was listed as available for this Ministry. Also, no information was 

available even after entering the title of a public procurement into the search 

tab. Information about the public procurement plan and the conducted public 

procurements of the given Ministry could be obtained only by searching through 

all individual public procurements published on this portal.  
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In mid-July 2014 we requested from the observed institutions to provide us with relevant 

documents related to planning, conducting and implementation of individual public 

procurements for the period 2012-2014, pursuant to the Law on Free Access to 

Information. Most of the observed institutions provided us with requested documents 

related to the conduct of the public procurement procedures, up to the contract award, in a 

timely manner. Subsequent analysis of the obtained documents revealed that majority of 

institutions never provided information on the performance of the contract. 

Only one of the observed institutions failed to respond when we requested information on 

public procurement of boots, the Ministry of Defence.  

Requests for access to a portion of documentation concerning all bids received in calls for 

tenders for public procurements from 1 June 2012 to 31 May 2014 were subsequently 

issued and MANS is still waiting for a response from the Ministry of Interior. 

In order to be able to conduct the analysis of procurement of certain supplies, services and 

works under this project (i.e. to obtain information from at least some institutions), MANS 

targeted a greater number of institutions in the framework of the present analysis - and 

submitted more requests. 

 

3. Macedonia 
 

Given that public authorities are legally bound to publish only a small part of the data 

necessary for monitoring public procurements, and very few institutions do so voluntarily, 

most of the information needed for this analysis was requested under the Law on Free 

Access to Information of Public Importance. According to the Macedonian law, the 

information on public procurement is public and the request for information should be 

answered immediately, and not later than 30 days. Only in two out of the 17 cases, the 

monitored institutions submitted all the necessary information within the statutory 

deadline. Eight institutions observed the deadline, but submitted partial responses, while 

six institutions exceeded the deadline by 3 to 106 days. In order to secure the necessary 

documentation, complaints were filed with the Commission in six cases, whereupon only 

some of the institutions forwarded the requested documents. The biggest problems 

appeared in the collection of annual public procurement plans, as well as documents on the 

performance of public procurement contracts.  
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Procurement of car wash services by the Ministry of Justice: Instead of 

maximum 30 days, documents were submitted after 136 days and 

only after the Commission for the Protection of the Right of Access to 

Public Information had intervened 

 

Of all the documents required for the analysis of this procedure, the only publicly 

available were those for which the institutions had legal obligation to do so: 

procurement notices and semi-annual records of contracts for the second half of 

2013 with the data about the contracts concluded, including this procurement. 

All other necessary documents were requested under the Law on Free Access to 

Information of Public Importance. The decision signed by the Minister of Justice 

states that access to the requested documents, such as the minutes of the public 

opening of tenders, reports on legal proceedings and report on the completed 

electronic auction, can be granted only to participants in the proceedings. It 

further states that the Ministry is not obliged to prepare a report on the 

financial costs involved in the procurement. Finally, the Ministry suggests that 

other information on this process is available on the Electronic System for Public 

Procurement. Since the Ministry failed to act in accordance with the Law on Free 

Access to Information of Public Importance, a complaint was filed with the 

Commission for the Protection of the Right to Free Access to Information of 

Public Importance. The Commission granted the complaint and instructed the 

Ministry of Justice to submit all the requested information no later than 28 

October 2014. However, evading the decision of the Commission, the Ministry 

failed to submit all the requested documentation, neglecting the public 

procurement plan and the report on the financial costs. All in all, instead of 30 

days, which is the maximum statutory period for responding to requests for 

access to public information, documents for this procurement were collected 

within 136 days. 
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4. Serbia 

 

Requirements placed before those liable under the Law on Public Procurement as to which 

documents relating to a specific procurement procedure must be published are quite 

modest. It should be underlined that in all the analyzed cases, these requirements were 

observed and said documentation was published on the portal of the Public Procurement 

Office, and in most cases also at the internet addresses of the contracting authorities. As a 

result, the largest part of documentation for the present analysis was obtained through 

mechanisms provided under the Law on Free Access to Information of Public Importance. A 

total of 37 requests were sent out. First of all, full observance of the Law should be 

underscored as a positive finding, i.e. in none of the 37 cases did a body refuse to furnish the 

information nor were there any cases of "administrative silence." Furthermore, all requests 

were responded to within the statutory deadline (15 days or 40 days in the case of good 

cause shown). The biggest problem that we encountered in the course of this analysis was 

that the authorities submitted incomplete documentation, either upon request or, in some 

cases, after filing a complaint. It is particularly indicative that 99% of such cases involved 

the same type of documents (verifying that the selected bidders met the tender 

requirements, complete bids of selected bidders, the documents confirming delivery of 

goods/services or the execution of works and documents related to payments - invoice, 

account cards etc.).  

 

Good practice of the Administration for Joint Services of the Republic 

Bodies 

It is necessary to highlight the analysis of this case as an example of excellent 

practice. Without any legal obligation, the Administration for Joint Services of 

the Republic Bodies keeps a kind of public procurements records. The 

documentation submitted was entirely full. Considering the manner in which the 

dossier was submitted (a large part was scanned and delivered on the CD) it is 

more than obvious that the said authority attaches great importance to this and 

that whole operation is conducted in a very systematic, transparent and 

accountable manner. 
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Public procurement of services of fumigation, disinfection and rodent 

control by the Republic Hydro-Meteorological Institute 

 

This case is entirely the opposite from that one described above. The subject 

entity demonstrated elementary lack of understanding the FOIA. Responding to 

the request they submitted only one of the required documents and conditioned 

submitting the remainder of documentation on payment of costs incurred by 

making copies of documents. It should be recalled that Article 17, paragraph 4 of 

the FOIA provides that "associations for the protection of human rights, when a 

copy of the documents is requested in order to achieve objectives of associations" 

are exempt from paying such obligations. Bearing in mind that after a decade of 

implementation of the FOIA something like this is unacceptable, it constitutes 

either grave ignorance of the provisions of the Law or resolute intention to 

impede the exercise of rights. Whichever of the two, it is a conduct that is 

unacceptable. 
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Recommendations – national level 

 

Bosnia i Herzegovina 
 

Summing up previous development of the legal and institutional framework for the conduct 

of public procurement in Bosnia and Herzegovina, the results of the conducted monitoring 

of procedures for public procurement of individual supplies/services/works and the 

findings of the national conferences and the regional stakeholder meeting, the following 

recommendations can be made: 

 

 It is necessary to carry out additional approximation of the legal framework with the 2014 

EU Directives regarding public procurement and prevention of conflict of interest. The 

process of approximation should be used to advocate anti-corruption amendments that 

were not adopted when the new Law was enacted. Future enactment of legislation should 

primarily give due consideration to real needs i.e. consider problems existing in practical 

implementation. It is only after the solutions that could overcome these problems have been 

incorporated that the requirements made by the new EU Directives should be taken into 

account;  

 It is necessary to consistently apply provisions of the new Public Procurement Law of Bosnia 

and Herzegovina from the very start of its implementation and timely enact appropriate 

bylaws and implementing regulations. The emphasis should be placed on elimination of 

irregularities in implementation of the Law identified in the previous period and confirmed 

by the present monitoring of public procurement procedures;  

 Regional experiences i.e. experiences from Serbia, Macedonia and Montenegro should be 

better used in the building of efficient and transparent public procurement system in Bosnia 

and Herzegovina. Consequently, ongoing cooperation of all actors and exchange of best 

practices in implementation of individual solutions, especially implementation of the EU 

Directives, is necessary;  

 It is necessary to align legislation which regulates public procurement at various levels of 

government in order to facilitate exercise of its function of serving the country’s economic 

development as well as appreciation of local specificities;  

 It is necessary to continue further cooperation among all relevant institutions and 

organizations in countries in the region in order to create coordinated national public 

procurement systems which would complement processes and initiatives within the CEFTA 

Agreement;  
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 It is necessary to make a register of all contracting authorities obliged to conduct public 

procurement procedures, regardless of the value of the procurement these 

organizations/institutions carry out. The register should be publicly accessible on the public 

procurement portal and possibly connected with annual plans and published/conducted 

procedures so as to facilitate control;  

 It is necessary to consider the possibility of introducing certificates for public procurement 

officials and establishing a register of public procurement officials with awarded certificates, 

the aim of which would be to increase professionalization of officials in this area and make 

use of experiences of countries in the region in this regard;  

 It is necessary to introduce a legal obligation to publish annual public procurement plans on 

the central level i.e. on the public procurement portal of the Public Procurement Agency of 

Bosnia and Herzegovina, as well as adequate sanctions for infringement of this obligation;  

 It is necessary to increase transparency of public procurement procedures by increasing the 

number of the open and the restricted procedures in the overall number of public 

procedures and implement other measures to increase competition;  

 It is necessary to reduce the number of cases in which exemption from application of the 

Public Procurement Law and the conduct of the negotiated procedure is possible. A potential 

solution is introduction of an obligation to require permission from a competent body (the 

Public Procurement Agency);  

 It is necessary to amend the legal solution pertaining to the time limit of validity of a bid 

because the current solution that the contracting authority can request the extension of the 

same bid may put the bidder into a disadvantaged position, especially in terms of the bid 

bond which the bidder is obliged to provide;  

 It is necessary to increase accountability of persons within contracting authorities involved 

in the conduct of public procurement procedures  (public procurement officials, members of 

commissions, leadership etc);  

 It is necessary to involve a larger number of representatives of the business and the NGO 

sector in the process of monitoring public procurement procedures and subsequent 

consultations regarding initiatives to amend existing laws and implementing regulations;  

 It is necessary to establish an efficient system of control of public procurement procedures 

in order to overcome problems of subsequent modification of contracts. This problem is 

noticeable over a number of years and represents grounds for various misconduct;  

 It is necessary to introduce the legal obligation of the contracting authorities to submit 

reports on the conduct of public procurement procedures;  

 It is necessary to increase penalties in the public procurement system and align them with 

the recently increased charges for applications for review submitted to the Procurement 

Review Body as the first-instance review body. The infringement penalties should 

complement the charges for applications for review;  

 It is necessary to improve the functioning of the Public Procurement Agency, ensure 

necessary resources for its work and fill in vacancies in accordance with the Rulebook on 

Internal Organization;  
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 It is necessary to advance the transparency of the Public Procurement Agency of Bosnia and 

Herzegovina and the Procurement Review Body by improving their reporting policy and 

ensuring their strict adherence of the envisaged rules on the publication of data;  

 It is necessary to set up branch offices of the Procurement Review Body in Banja Luka and 

Mostar in a legally envisaged way as soon as possible and provide adequate conditions and 

resources for their work;  

 It is necessary to ensure „equality of parties“ in the review procedure through 

implementation of the new Public Procurement Law of Bosnia and Herzegovina. Primarily, 

this refers to imposing an obligation of the contracting authorities to directly award 

damages to bidders within statutory deadlines (currently, it is envisaged that the Ministry of 

Finance of Bosnia and Herzegovina should award damages;  

 It is necessary to start regular monthly publication of the Procurement Review Body 

decisions on the public procurement portal with the start of implementation of the new 

Public Procurement Law (the model can be the practice of the Republic Commission for the 

Protection of Rights in Serbia which publishes its decisions both at its internet address and on 

the public procurement portal of the Public Procurement Office);  

 Establish firmer cooperation among institutions of the public sector audit and competent 

prosecution offices by defining mutual rules regarding responsibility for omissions in audit 

reports and establishing better mechanism of coordination of representatives of these 

institutions;  

 It is necessary to conduct comprehensive public consultations regarding the advancement of 

the legal framework, improving the previous practice of excluding the general public and 

stakeholders from the process. This particularly pertains to exclusion of civil society 

organizations from the process of consultations in drafting laws and implementing 

regulations;  

 It is necessary to establish coordination of all donor initiatives and projects advancing the 

public procurement system in Bosnia and Herzegovina. 
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Montenegro 
 

Summing up previous development of the legal and institutional framework for the conduct 

of public procurement in Montenegro, the results of the conducted monitoring of 

procedures for public procurement of individual supplies/services/works and the findings 

of the national conferences and the regional stakeholder meeting, the following 

recommendations can be made: 

 

 It is necessary to find a way to monitor purposefulness of public procurement procedures 

from the earliest stages i.e. from the stage of planning budgetary resources and planning 

public procurements to the stage of concrete conduct of the procedure. In order to ensure 

this, it is necessary to regulate accountability of accountable persons and public 

procurement officials representing the contracting authority (obliging them to make annual 

reports on the conducted public procurement procedures);  

 It is necessary to enact better-quality implementing regulations following the enactment of 

the new Public Procurement Law;  

 It is necessary to increase transparency by introducing a legal obligation of the contracting 

authorities to submit entire documentation on the conducted public procurement 

procedures to the Directorate so that it can make it publicly accessible on the public 

procurement portal;  

 It is necessary to establish an adequate and efficient system of „black lists“/negative 

references. Concrete sanctions for frequent infringement perpetrators of public 

procurement procedures could include a ban on participation in tenders in an envisaged 

future period;  

 It is necessary to introduce a legal obligation of the contracting authorities to submit reports 

on the conducted public procurement procedures;  

 It is necessary to introduce an obligation for all public bodies obliged to implement the 

Public Procurement Law to make Plans of Integrity;  

 It is necessary to strengthen the capacities of institutions which form a part of the public 

procurement system and ensure their ongoing training but primarily of institutions 

conducting inspection supervision;  

 It is necessary to revise the manner of appointment of members of the State Commission in 

order to ensure their independence and accountability;  

 It is necessary to forge ongoing international cooperation of both national and regional 

institutions belonging to the public procurement system in order to seek adequate solutions 

for problems which appear in practice;  

 It is necessary to make a model of monitoring public procurement procedures in order to 

train the members of prosecution offices. In addition, it is necessary to introduce an 

obligation of the prosecution to report on the processed cases;  
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 It is necessary to ensure more detailed reporting by institutions in charge of the review 

procedure in the field of public procurement about the observed i.e. reviewed subjects; 
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Macedonia 
 

Summing up previous development of the legal and institutional framework for the conduct 

of public procurement in Macedonia, the results of the conducted monitoring of procedures 

for public procurement of individual supplies/services/works and the findings of the 

national conferences and the regional stakeholder meeting, the following recommendations 

can be made: 

 

 It is necessary to abandon the practice of frequent amendments to the Public Procurement 

Law and introduce the practice of stakeholder participation prior to amending the Law in 

order to avoid incomplete or inapplicable solutions and ensure better implementation of 

regulations;  

 It is necessary to advance transparency and access to information on disbursal of public 

funds through public procurements. The transparency of public procurements is mirrored in 

the number of documents forwarded to the Electronic System of Public Procurements 

(ESPP) for purposes of conduct of the procedure. The present manner of operation of ESPP 

contains a lot of information indecipherable to a broader circle of citizens. It is necessary to 

ensure greater transparency of institutions themselves in a way which is simple and 

understandable to the broader public;  

 It is necessary to enact a new bylaw specifying the manners and methods of market 

consultation, which is the legal prerequisite for conducting a public procurement procedure;  

 It is necessary to amend the Law in order to align it with the new EU Directives in terms of 

application of criteria for the selection of the best bid. The legislation of Macedonia obliges 

institutions to use the cheapest bid as the selection criterion, which seriously undermines 

the quality of procurement items. This is particularly important given that comparative case 

studies have identified procedures which used very superficial technical specifications;  

 Taking into account great administrative burden and slowing down of public procurement 

procedures due to introduction of the Public Procurement Council as the body granting 

approval for the conduct of public procurement procedures in order to increase 

competition, it is necessary to revise this legal solution in order to prevent major distortions 

in public procurements;  

 It is necessary to provide intensive and mass training of participants in the public 

procurement system (institutions in charge of enforcing the law, contracting authorities and 

bidders). It is necessary to engage in serious and systematic work on training and 

preparation of contracting authorities and bidders to apply electronic tools in public 

procurement procedures given that they represent a mechanism for ensuring equal 

treatment of bidders and for the fight against corruption. The current dynamics and volume 

of training are insufficient given the complexity of regulations, their frequent amendments, 

low threshold of only 500 Euros for application of the procedure and a great number of 

institutions participating in the public procurement system (over 1,300);  
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 It is necessary to introduce legal obligation to publish public procurement plans (both on the 

public procurement portal and at the internet addresses of contracting authorities);  

 In order to boost competition in tenders, it is necessary to apply the division into lots more 

frequently when conducting public procurement procedures. This measure would enable 

greater participation of small bidders in tenders;  

 It is necessary to advance the application of „the technical dialogue“ for tenders over 

130,000.00 Euros – online publication of tender documentation before the issuance of the 

call for competition, leaving it public for a certain time period (5 days) and open for 

comments and suggestions for amendments in order to improve it;  

 It is necessary to introduce the possibility of appeal against tender documentation 

immediately after its publication rather than, as presently envisaged by the Public 

Procurement Law, to mark the deadline for this sort of appeal from the day set forth as the 

final deadline for bid submission;  

 It is necessary to revise deadlines for bid submission to make them reasonable, especially 

for small purchases. Under existing legal solutions, the deadline for submission of bids for 

low-value procurements (from 500 to 5,000 Euros) is only 5 days, including weekends and 

holidays; 

 It is necessary to revise legal conditions for issuing negative references banning bidders to 

participate in all tenders in the following 1 to 5 years. It is necessary to amend it in order to 

align it with similar sanctions in other European countries;  

 It is necessary to re-examine purposefulness of the obligation to carry out all public 

procurement procedures, regardless of their value, through electronic auction. It is 

necessary to consider the possibility of abolishing e-auctions for small purchases (up to 

5,000 Euros), as well as to keep e-auctions only in those procurements where previous 

experience shows that they have led to public savings but not at the expense of quality;  

 It is necessary to introduce (ex-ante) monitoring and control of public procurement 

procedures (in all their stages) in order to prevent infringements of the Public Procurement 

Law. Under the present institutional framework, control of the performance of public 

procurements is only performed by the State Audit Institution, which due to the limited 

human and financial capacities controls only a small number of institutions annually, mostly 

after the public procurement contract had already been performed;  

 It is necessary to improve legislation on performance of public procurement contracts; 

 It is necessary to make time limits for submitting applications for review uniform, regardless 

of the value of the procurement. It is necessary to extend the present time limit (only 3 days) 

for submitting an application for review of an open procedure the value of which ranges 

between 500 to 20,000 Euros for supplies and services i.e. 50,000 Euros for works;  

 It is necessary to determine the amount of charges paid for lodging an appeal as a percent of 

tender value rather than, as presently, fixed absolute amount depending on the tender value. 

The current charge in Macedonia from 100 to 400 Euros puts bidders in low-value 

procurements (from 500 to 20,000/50,000 Euros), which are the most numerous, in a 

disadvantaged position;  
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 It is necessary to narrow down legally envisaged possibilities for cancelling the public 

procurement process. A high number of cancelled compared to conducted public 

procurement procedures is a long-standing problem of the public procurement system in 

Macedonia;  

 It is necessary to amend the Public Procurement Law to introduce misdemeanour sanctions 

for infringement of legal obligations. The Law currently envisages only criminal 

responsibility of participants in public procurement procedures with prison sentences from 

1 to 5 years for certain offenses. It is necessary to introduce a gradual scale of responsibility 

from disciplinary to misdemeanour to criminal responsibility. At the same time, it is 

necessary to align penalty provisions of the Public Procurement Law with the Criminal Code. 
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Serbia 
 

Summing up previous development of the legal and institutional framework for the conduct 

of public procurement in Serbia, the results of the conducted monitoring of procedures for 

public procurement of individual supplies/services/works and the findings of the national 

conferences and the regional stakeholder meeting, the following recommendations can be 

made: 

 

 It is necessary to significantly boost capacities of the Public Procurement Office which 

presently operates with capacities that are inadequate;  

 It is necessary to boost capacities of the Republic Commission for the Protection of Rights by 

increasing the number of employees, increasing the number of members of the Commission 

and introducing the practice of engaging external experts in cases which require specific 

types of knowledge. Taking into account that under the Law, the Commission decides not 

only on requests for the protection of rights, but also on ineffectiveness of contracts, and 

that it conducts misdemeanour proceedings, it is fully justified to suspect that the 

Commission might be unable to efficiently perform its functions. It should be taken into 

account that the Commission presently has only seven members;  

 It is necessary to significantly increase the efficiency of work of inspection bodies, primarily 

budgetary inspection, as well as establish a system of internal audit in order to complete the 

system of control of disbursal of public funds through public procurements;  

 It is necessary to continually train prosecutors and judges in order to increase efficiency of 

work of prosecution offices and courts in processing offenses in the field of public 

procurement;  

 It is necessary to establish cooperation of all institutions comprising the public procurement 

system in Serbia – the Public Procurement Office, the Republic Commission, the Commission 

for the Protection of Competition, the Agency for the Fight against Corruption, inspection 

bodies and the State Audit Institution, in order to establish an efficient system in which 

public funds will be disbursed in a lawful, transparent, accountable and purposeful way;  

 It is necessary to find a way to monitor purposefulness of public procurement procedures 

from the earliest stages i.e. planning of budgetary resources and public procurements to the 

conduct of the procedure. A possible solution involves engagement of experts by the 

contracting authorities in all stages of the procedure (who would submit reports on their 

part of the job), introducing appropriate provisions on responsibility of such experts;  

 It is necessary for the Public Procurement Law to envisage an obligation of publishing public 

procurement plans and their modifications. This obligation is presently defined  

by the Guidelines for Making and Publishing Information Bulletins on the Work of State 

Bodies (adopted on the basis of the Law on Free Access to Information of Public 

Importance), which envisages that the public procurement plan is an inherent part of the 

information bulletin on the work of state bodies.  
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Taking into account that these two laws do not necessarily refer to the same state and public 

authorities, it is necessary to introduce this obligation as a part of the Public Procurement 

Law in order to make it binding for all authorities to which the Law applies. It is necessary to 

increase accountability for the failure to publish plans or their modifications;  

 Bylaws and implementing regulations should regulate manners and methods of market 

consultation as the legal prerequisite for the conduct of a public procurement procedure;  

 It is necessary to introduce an obligation to publish all relevant documents on public 

procurements on the Public Procurement Portal and on the web page of the procurer (the 

documents related to all stages of the procedure from planning to performance). Every 

procurer should make some kind of a „file“ on every public procurement procedure it has 

conducted, incorporating the entire documentation (the main one related to the procedure 

and the auxiliary one comprising invoices, certificates on the receipts of supplies etc), 

making them accessible on the Portal and at the internet address of the contracting 

authority;  

 In order to improve competition and reduce number of requests for the protection of rights 

in public procurement procedures it is necessary to introduce a system of „a technical 

dialogue“ which exists in Macedonia, which enables bidders to become acquainted with 

tender documentation prior to the publication of the call for competition and to comment on 

it and suggest possible problems before the call for competition is issued;  

 It is necessary to introduce provisions on accountability of members of commissions for 

conducting public procurement procedures in the Public Procurement Law;  

 It is necessary to amend the legal solution specifying the moment when members of 

commissions make statements on inexistence of the conflict of interest. The moment of 

making that statement must be connected to the moment of opening of bids rather than to 

the decision to initiate the procedure;  

 It is necessary to amend the Law in order to regulate in greater detail the institution of civic 

oversight (provisions on reward, responsibility, mandatory content of the report which the 

civic overseer submits etc). This mechanism of control of public procurements was shown to 

be effective. 
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Recomendations – the regional level 

 

Overall recommendations 
 

The prerequisite of satisfactory enforcement of public procurement regulations is 

establishment of a clear and consistent legal and institutional framework.  

The approximation of thresholds existing in systems with high level of corruption 

with requirements of the EU Directives may result in an increase of corruption risks. The 

increase of threshold values for the conduct of public procurement procedures will leave 

substantial proportion of public funds outside the reach of established control mechanisms. 

It is necessary to reinforce all elements of the system of control of disbursal of public funds 

in order to reduce these risks.  

The number of exemptions from the application of public procurement regulations 

must be reduced and exemptions should be interpreted extremely restrictively. Future 

amendments of national legislation should primarily take into consideration problems 

identified in practice and find adequate solutions for them. The previous tendency to 

implement requirements of EU Directives at all costs has proven to be inefficient and 

ineffective in a great number of cases and has required frequent law amendments.  

It is necessary to achieve the greatest possible level of transparency in the field of 

public procurement. The guarantee of transparency must find its place in legal texts not 

only in the form of tenets, but also in the form of concrete provisions on the manner of 

ensuring publicity of information. All documents pertaining to public procurement 

procedures should be accessible to the general public and enable stakeholders to gain an 

insight and exercise control over the process of public procurement from the stage of 

planning to the stage of performance of the awarded contract. This would narrow down the 

space for mismanagement of public funds and for corruption, and institutions would be 

liberated of their obligation to provide information upon request and would make savings 

in money, time and other resources spent on collecting information.  

The aspiration should be to establish systems which ensure purposefulness of public 

procurements – from the incipient stage of planning the budget to making public 

procurement plans, conducting the procedure to the contract performance. This implies the 

establishment of a system of monitoring and control consisting of a set of well-linked and 

coordinated institutions with clear lines of responsibility.  
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In order to increase competition in public procurements it is necessary to grant 

bidders „the defence mechanism“ to fend off actions by the contracting authorities which 

are of discriminatory nature. The bidders should be given the possibility at the earliest 

stage of public procurement procedures to defy such actions of procurers. Therefore they 

should be given the possibility to comment on tender documentation of the contracting 

authority and conditions it sets forth, to make concrete proposals for amendment of tender 

documentation etc. The bidders themselves could thus become a sort of controllers of the 

procedure.  

The conducted research shows that numerous problems in the field of public 

procurement occur at the stage of performance of a public procurement contract. Therefore 

it is necessary to advance this stage of the procedure primarily in legal terms by introducing 

an obligation of regular reporting by the contracting authorities on the performance of 

awarded contracts. This would establish control which could significantly help reduce the 

number of subsequently made modifications of the contract which have become an 

established trend in some of the observed countries and a very efficient way to bypass the 

law. 

It is necessary to ensure efficient work of all institutions making up a public 

procurement system in order to reduce as much as possible the room for corruption and for 

disbursal of public funds in an unlawful, irresponsible and purposeless way. In addition to 

agencies/offices and institutions for the protection of rights, it is necessary to boost 

capacities of inspection bodies as well as work on establishing a reliable internal audit. The 

role of supreme audit institutions is irreplaceable in the control of public procurements. 

The cooperation of all aforementioned institutions and prosecution offices and courts may 

eventually ensure efficient functioning of the public procurement system as a whole.  

In terms of the protection of rights, it is necessary to establish mechanisms 

accessible to bidders and ensure procedures the conduct of which requires proportional 

costs which will end in reasonable time frames. Additionally, it is very important that the 

protection of rights encompasses all stages of the procedure.  

In terms of stipulating sanctions, the purpose of sanctioning should be taken into 

account. The responsibility should be graded and should range from disciplinary to 

misdemeanour to criminal responsibility. Mild sanctioning policy in countries in the region 

was shown to be counter-productive, almost stimulating violations of the law. The previous 

experience and the conducted research suggest that constant training of institutions and 

courts in charge of processing cases in the field of public procurement is necessary.  
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The maintenance and further advancement of cooperation of institutions making up 

the public procurement system and civil society organizations at the regional level is of vital 

importance for the improvement of the public procurement system in all countries where 

monitoring was conducted.  

This type of exchange of concrete experiences may be very efficient in overcoming 

identified problems. Such cooperation may significantly contribute to solving problems of 

the lack of capacities of relevant institutions the representatives of which in all selected 

countries make the core of negotiation teams for Chapter 5.  
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APPENDIX 1 –  A copy of the questionnaire used in the survey and the 
analyses of cases of public procurements conducted 
in the Republic of Serbia under the 2012 Public 
Procurement Law  

 

 

 

QUESTIONNAIRE FOR MONITORING PUBLIC PROCUREMENT 

PROCEDURES CONDUCTED AFTER  

01. 04. 2013. 

2012 Public Procurement Law

 

I. P L A N N I N G 

 

1. DOES THE PROCURER POSSESS A PUBLIC PROCUREMENT PLAN? 

YES  

NO  

*Note:       

 

2. IS THE PUBLIC PROCUREMENT PLAN PUBLISHED IN ALL ENVISAGED OUTLETS AND IS IT 

AVAILABLE PROACTIVELY? 

YES  

NO  

*Note:       
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3. DOES THE PUBLIC PROCUREMENT PLAN CONTAIN ALL LEGALLY ENVISAGED ELEMENTS 

(Art. 51 of PPL): 

a) ordinal number of the procurement - YES  NO  

b) subject-matter of the procurement - YES  NO  

c) amount of envisaged funds - YES  - NO  

d) information about budget allocation i.e. financial payment plan - YES  NO  

e) estimated procurement value annually and totally - YES  NO  

f) type of procurement procedure - YES  NO  

g) framework date of initiating the procedure - YES  NO  

h) framework date of contract award - YES  NO  

i) framework date of contract performance - YES  NO  

*Note:       

 

4. DOES THE PUBLIC PROCUREMENT PLAN SPECIFY THE REASONS AND THE RATIONALE OF 

THE PROCUREMENT? 

YES  

NO  

*Note:       

 

5. DOES THE PUBLIC PROCUREMENT PLAN SPECIFY THE MANNER IN WHICH THE 

PROCURER HAS DETERMINED THE ESTIMATED VALUE OF PUBLIC PROCUREMENT? 

YES  

NO  

*Note:       
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6. HAS THE PUBLIC PROCUREMENT PLAN OF THE OBSERVED PROCURER BEEN MODIFIED 

AND IF YES, HOW MANY TIMES? 

YES  -       time/s 

NO  

*Note – regarding the observed public procurement 

 

7. ARE MODIFICATIONS TO THE PUBLIC PROCUREMENT PLAN VISIBLE IN RELATION TO THE 

INITIAL PUBLIC PROCUREMENT PLAN? 

YES  

NO  

*Note – regarding the observed public procurement  

      

 

8. WHICH EXPLANATION (IF ANY) WAS GIVEN FOR MODIFICATION OF THE PUBLIC 

PROCUREMENT PLAN? 

      

*Note – regarding the observed public procurement  

      

 

9. IS CONCRETE PUBLIC PROCUREMENT ENVISAGED BY THE PUBLIC PROCUREMENT PLAN, 

THAT IS, IS IT POSSIBLE TO DETERMINE A CLEAR LINK BETWEEN THE PLANNED 

PROCUREMENT AND THE CONCRETELY PROCURED SUPPLIES, SERVICES OR WORKS? 

YES  

NO  

*Note:       
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10. IS THE PROCUREMENT CONDUCTED IN THE TIME FRAME IN WHICH IT WAS SUPPOSED TO 

BE UNDER THE PUBLIC PROCUREMENT PLAN? 

YES  

NO  

*Note:       

 

11. STATE THE ENVISAGED VALUE OF THE PUBLIC PROCUREMENT UNDER THE PUBLIC 

PROCUREMENT PLAN AND COMPARE IT WITH THE CONTRACTED AND PAID VALUE 

AFTER THE CONDUCTED PUBLIC PROCUREMENT? 

The envisaged value       

The estimated value by the procurer stated in the decision to initiate the procurement       

The contracted value       

The paid value       

*Note:       

 

12. DO THE ENVISAGED AND THE CONTRACTED QUANTITIES OF SUPPLIES, VOLUME OF 

SERVICES OR QUANTITIES OF WORK MATCH? 

YES  

NO  

*Note – Where possible, check whether there is a match with the delivered quantities  
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II. THE CONDUCT OF THE PUBLIC PROCUREMENT PROCEDURE FROM 

THE DECISION TO INITIATE THE PROCEDURE TO THE CONTRACT 

AWARD  

 

13.  WHAT TYPE OF PROCEDURE WAS APPLIED, THAT IS, WHETHER THE PUBLIC 

PROCUREMENT WAS CONDUCTED APPLYING THE TYPE OF THE PROCEDURE ENVISAGED 

BY THE PLAN? 

It was conducted applying the -       

This type of procedure was envisaged by the plan  

This type of procedure was not envisaged by the plan  

*Note:       

 

14.  IF PROCUREMENT WAS NOT CONDUCTED APPYLING THE OPEN PROCEDURE OR THE 

LOW-VALUE PROCUREMENT PROCEDURE, WHAT IS THE REASON FOR IT  

      

*Note:       

 

15. DOES THE DECISION TO INITIATE THE PROCEDURE CONTAIN ALL LEGALLY ENVISAGED 

ELEMENTS (Art. 53 of PPL): 

a) Title and address of the procurer i.e. business name - YES  NO  

b) Ordinal number of the procurement for the current year - YES  NO  

c) Subject-matter of public procurement, title and the Common Procurement 

Vocabulary (CPV) code - YES  NO  

d) Type of procedure – YES  NO  

e) Estimated value of procurement - YES  NO  

f) Framework dates for conducting individual phases of the procurement procedure – 

YES  NO  

g) Information about budgetary allocation i.e. financial plan - YES  NO  
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*Note:       

 

16. HAS THE COMMISSION FOR CONDUCTING PUBLIC PROCUREMENT PROCEDURE BEEN 

ESTABLISHED? 

YES  

NO  

*Note:       

 

17. DOES THE DECISION ON ESTABLISHING THE COMMISION CONTAIN ALL LEGALLY 

ENVISAGED ELEMENTS (Art. 54 of PPL): 

a) Title and address of the procurer i.e. business name - YES  NO  

b) Legal grounds for bringing the decision - YES  NO  

c) Title of the body bringing the decision - YES  NO  

d) Title of the decision - YES  NO  

e) Information on the establishment of the commission, the subject-matter of public 

procurement, the public procurement number, appointment of members of the 

commission, the powers of the commission, its tasks and deadlines for performing 

them - YES  NO  

*Note:       

 

18. HAVE MEMBERS OF THE COMMISSION FILED STATEMENTS CONCERNING ABSENCE OF 

THE CONFLICT OF INTEREST? 

YES  

NO  

*Note:       
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19. DO MEMBERS OF THE COMMISSION INCLUDE PERSONS WITH EXPERTISE IN THE 

CONCRETE FIELD? 

YES  

NO  

NOT STATED  

*Note:       

 

20. DOES CLASSIFICATION OF SUPPLIES, SERVICES OR WORKS STATED IN THE CALL FOR 

COMPETITION MATCH TITLES FROM THE COMMON PROCUREMENT VOCABULARY (CPV) 

CODE (Art. 56 of PPL)? 

YES  

NO  

*Note:       

 

21. HAS THE CALL FOR COMPETITION FOR THE OBSERVED PROCUREMENT BEEN PUBLISHED 

IN ALL ENVISAGED OUTLETS – E.G. PUBLIC PROCUREMENT PORTAL, PROCURER’S WEB 

SITE, OFFICIAL GAZETTE ETC (Art. 57 of PPL)? 

YES  - published in       

NO  

*Note:       

 

22. a) ARE TIME LIMITS FOR SUBMISSION OF BIDS/APPLICATION REASONABLE?  

YES, time limits are reasonable  

NO, time limits are not reasonable  

b) HAVE TIME LIMITS FOR SUBMISSION OF BIDS SUBSEQUENTLY CHANGED? 

YES, time limits have changed  

NO, time limits have not changed  

*Note:       
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23. IS THE TEXT OF THE CALL FOR COMPETITION UNDERSTANDABLE? 

YES  

NO  

*Note:       

 

24. IS SPECIFICATION NEUTRALLY WORDED? 

YES  

NO  

No, but the reason was stated  

*Note:       

 

25. DOES TENDER DOCUMENTATION CONTAIN ALL LEGALLY ENVISAGED ELEMENTS (Art. 61 

of PPL)? 

a) Instruction to bidders how to make a bid - YES  NO  

b) Bid form - YES  NO  

c) Conditions and instruction on the means of proof - YES  NO  

d) Model contract - YES  NO  

e) The type, technical features (specification), quality, quantity and description of 

supplies, works or services, manner of exercising control and providing quality 

assurance, the deadline for the contract performance, the place for the contract 

performance or delivery, possible additional services etc. 

YES , of the aforementioned the tender documentation contains:       

NO  

f) Technical documentation and plans - YES  NO  

g) Form of structure of the bid price, with instruction how to fill it - YES  NO  

h) Form of cost of preparation of the bid - YES  NO  
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i) Statement on independent bid - YES  NO  

*Note: - Take note that the data contained in tender documentation and those provided 

in the call for competition HAVE TO BE IDENTICAL 

      

 

26. IS TENDER DOCUMENTATION PUBLISHED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE LAW – on the PP 

portal and at the procurer’s internet address (Art. 62 of PPL)? 

YES , published on the Portal , and at the internet address  

NO  

 

27. IN TENDER DOCUMENTATION, HAS THE PROCURER ENVISAGED MEANS OF FINANCIAL 

INSURANCE GUARANTEEING FULFILMENT OF BIDDERS’ OBLIGATION IN THE PUBLIC 

PROCUREMENT PROCEDURE AND FULFILMENT OF CONTRACTUAL OBLIGATIONS (E.G. 

PROMISSORY NOTE, WARRANTY, BID BOND)? 

YES , means of financial insurance of fulfilment of procedural and contractual 

obligations have been envisaged       

YES , means of financial insurance of fulfilment of procedural obligations have been 

envisaged       

YES , means of financial insurance of fulfilment of contractual obligations have been 

envisaged       

NO , means of financial insurance of fulfilment of obligations have not been envisaged  

*Note:       

 

28. IF MEANS OF FINANCIAL INSURANCE OF FULFILMENT OF OBLIGATIONS HAVE BEEN 

ENVISAGED, WHAT WAS THEIR AMOUNT? DO YOU CONSIDER THE AMOUNT JUSTIFIED? 

Amount       

YES , it was justified  

NO , it was not justified for the following reasons       

*Note:       
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29. HAVE SUBSEQUENT MODIFICATIONS TO TENDER DOCUMENTATION BEEN MADE? 

YES  and modifications concerned:       

NO  

*Note:       

 

30. WAS THERE A CHARGE TO BE PAID TO OBTAIN TENDER DOCUMENTS OR WERE THEY 

FREE OF CHARGE? 

Charge had to be paid  and it was       

It was free of charge  

*Note:       

 

31. DOES THE BIDDER FULFILL ALL OBLIGATORY CONDITIONS FOR PARTICIPATION IN THE 

PROCEDURE (Art. 75 of PPL): 

a) He is registered with the competent authority i.e. enrolled in an appropriate register 

–  

b) He and his legal representative have not been convicted for a criminal offence, 

economic mismanagement, environmental offense, corruption or fraud – YES  NO 

 

c) He is not under a ban to perform activities still valid at the time of issuance of the call 

for competition – YES  NO  

d) He is not in breach of obligations relating to payment of taxes or social security 

contributions in accordance with the laws of the Republic of Serbia–  

YES  NO  

e) He is granted a valid license issued by a competent authority to conduct the activities 

which are the subject of the public procurement procedure, if such license is 

envisaged - YES  NO  

*Note:       
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32. DOES THE BIDDER FULFILL ADDITIONAL CONDITIONS REQUIRED BY THE PROCURER (IF 

SUCH CONDITIONS EXIST)? 

YES  

NO  

*Note:       

 

33. HAVE ALL LEGALLY ENVISAGED MEANS OF PROOF THAT THE BIDDER FULFILLS 

CONDITIONS BEEN PROVIDED (related to Art. 75 of PPL)?: 

a) Excerpt from the register of a competent body - YES  NO  

b) Certificate by a competent court - YES  NO  

c) Certificate by a competent court or a competent body for registration of business 

entities –  

YES  NO  

d) Certificates by a competent tax authority and a social insurance organization or 

certificates by a competent authority that the bidder undergoes privatization –  

YES  NO  

e) Valid licenses for performing appropriate activities - YES  NO  

*Note:       

*TAKE NOTE THAT PROVIDING MEANS OF PROOF IN THE FORM OF A STATEMENT BY 

BIDDERS IS NOT ENVISAGED BY THE LAW  

 

34. ARE QUALIFICATION CONDITIONS FOR BIDDERS PHRASED IN A DISCRIMINATORY 

MANNER? 

YES , they are phrased in a discriminatory manner as seen in       

NO , they are not phrased in a discriminatory manner  

*Note:       
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35. IS THE CRITERION FOR CONTRACT AWARD STATED IN TENDER DOCUMENTS? 

YES, IT IS STATED AS ECONOMICALLY THE MOST ADVANTAGEOUS BID  

YES, IT IS STATED AS THE CHEAPEST BID  

*Note:       

 

36. IF THE CRITERION FOR CONTRACT AWARD IS ECONOMICALLY THE MOST 

ADVANTAGEOUS BID, WHICH CRITERIA AND SUB-CRITERIA ARE CONSIDERED 

IMPORTANT BY THE PROCURER AND HOW ARE THEY WEIGHTED IN TENDER 

DOCUMENTATION? 

      

*Note:       

 

37. IS THE BID COMPLETE? 

YES  

NO  

*Note:       

 

38. HAS THE BIDDER PROVIDED A STATEMENT ON AN INDEPENDENT BID (Art. 26 of PPL)? 

YES  

NO  

*Note:       

 

39. DO MINUTES OF THE OPENING OF BIDS CONTAIN ALL LEGALLY ENVISAGED 

INFORMATION (Art. 104 of PPL): 

a) The date and the time of beginning of the opening of bids - YES  NO  

b) The subject-matter and the estimated value of the procurement - YES  NO  

c) The names of members of the procurement commission participating in the opening 

of bids –  
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YES  NO  

d) The names of representatives of bidders participating in the opening of bids - YES  

NO  

e) The names of other persons present (if any) - YES  NO  

f) The number under which the bid is recorded - YES  NO  

g) The title of the bidder i.e. the code of the bid - YES  NO  

h) The offered price and the possible discounts offered by the bidder - YES  NO  

i) The information about the bid corresponding to the elements of applied criteria, 

which can be numerically displayed - YES  NO  

j) The shortcomings of the bids that were identified - YES  NO  

k) The possible objections by representatives of bidders to the procedure of the 

opening of bids–  

YES  NO  

*Note:       

 

40. HAVE MINUTES BEEN SIGNED BY MEMBERS OF THE COMMISSION AND THE 

REPRESENTATIVES OF BIDDERS? 

YES  

NO  

*Note:       

 

41. IS THERE A REPORT ON AN EXPERT ASSESSMENT OF BIDS? 

YES  

NO  

*Note:       
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42. DOES THE REPORT ON AN EXPERT ASSESSMENT OF BIDS CONTAIN THE FOLLOWING 

DATA (Art. 105 of PPL): 

a) The subject-matter of public procurement - YES  NO  

b) The data from the public procurement plan pertaining to the given procurement - 

YES  NO  

c) The estimated value of the procurement - YES  NO  

d) The aberrations from the procurement plan with justification (if any) - YES  NO  

e) If the type of the procedure is not open or restricted, the reasons and the 

circumstances which justify the application of other types of procedure - YES  NO 

 

f) The basic data on bidders - YES  NO  

g) The rejected bids, the reasons for their rejection and the price offered by those bids -  

YES  NO  

h) If the single bid was submitted, the opinion of the commission on the reasons which 

caused the submission of a single bid and a proposal of measures to be taken to 

ensure competitiveness of future procedures -  

YES  NO  

i) If the bid is rejected due to abnormally low price, a detailed explanation – the 

manner in which this price was determined - YES  NO  

j) The way the weighing methodology was applied - YES  NO  

k) The title of the bidder to which the contract is awarded - YES  NO  

*Note:       

 

43. WHAT WAS THE NUMBER OF BIDS (VALID, REJECTED, UNTIMELY)? 

      

*Note: - Compare the number of bids with the number of issued calls for competition 
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44. THE REASONS FOR REJECTING THE BIDS? 

      

*Note:       

 

45. STATE THE AMOUNTS OFFERED BY OTHER BIDDERS WHO FAILED TO WIN THE PUBLIC 

PROCUREMENT CONTRACT  

      

*Note:       

 

46. STATE THE AMOUNT PER UNIT OF SUPPLIES, SERVICES OR WORKS OF THE WINNING BID 

(IF POSSIBLE TO CALCULATE) 

      

*Note:       

 

47. HAVE TIME LIMITS FOR BRINGING THE DECISION ON CONTRACT AWARD BEEN 

OBSERVED (Art. 108 of PPL)? 

YES  

NO  

*Note:       

 

48. IF THE PROCURER BROUGHT A DECISION TO CANCEL THE PROCEDURE, WHAT WERE THE 

REASONS TO DO SO (Art. 109 of PPL)? 

      

*Note:       
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49. HAS THE LEGAL TIME LIMIT FOR THE AWARD OF CONTRACT BEEN OBSERVED (Art. 113 of 

PPL)? 

YES  

NO  

*Note:       

 

50. WHAT HAS BEEN THE TOTAL DURATION OF THE PROCEDURE FROM ISSUING CALL FOR 

COMPETITION TO CONTRACT AWARD? 

      

*Note:       

 

51. HAS THE PROCURER PUBLISHED A CONTRACT NOTICE (Art. 116 of PPL)? 

YES  

NO  

*Note:       

 

 

*** PARTICULARLY IMPORTANT DATA ON THE WINNING BIDDER: 

a) Ownership structure i.e. owner/s -       

b) Financial reports (e.g. what is the share of the present procurement in the bidder’s 

annual turnover) 

      

c) Was the bidder’s account blocked during the year in which the public procurement 

was conducted and is it blocked at the moment the data are analyzed? 

d) Does the winning bidder still operate at the moment the data are analyzed?       

e) The date of establishment of the winning bidder       

*Note:       
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III. THE CONDUCT OF THE PUBLIC PROCUREMENT PROCEDURE FROM 

CONTRACT AWARD TO CONTRACT PERFORMANCE  

52. HOW MUCH TIME HAS PASSED FROM CONTRACT AWARD TO DELIVERY OF SUPPLIES OR 

PROVISION OF SERVICES OR WORKS? 

      

*Note:       

 

53. DOES THE AMOUNT FROM THE BILL ON PAYMENT OF SUPPLIES OR SERVICES MATCH THE 

CONTRACT AMOUNT? 

YES  

NO  

*Note:       

 

54. HAVE PAYMENT DEADLINES BEEN OBSERVED? 

YES  

NO  

*Note:       

 

55. HAVE APPLICATIONS FOR REVIEW/REQUESTS FOR THE PROTECION OF RIGHTS BEEN 

MADE AGAINST THE MONITORED PROCEDURE (BOTH DURING AND FOLLOWING THE 

PROCEDURE) AND IF YES, WHAT WAS THEIR OUTCOME/CONSEQUENCES? 

YES, they have  

Outcome/consequences:      

NO, they haven’t  

*Note:       
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56. IF APPLICATIONS FOR REVIEW/REQUESTS FOR THE PROTECTION OF RIGHTS HAVE BEEN 

MADE, WHAT WAS THE AMOUNT OF CHARGE PAID AND WHAT PERCENT OF THE 

CONTRACT PRICE IS THE CHARGE PAID? 

Percent of the contract price vs. charge paid:      

*Note:       

 

57. DO DATA FROM A DOCUMENT CONFIRMING THE RECEIPT OF PROCURED ITEMS MATCH 

THE DATA FROM THE PROCUREMENT PLAN, THE CALL FOR COMPETITION, THE TENDER 

DOCUMENTS AND THE CONTRACT? 

YES, they match  

NO, but some data match  

NO, they don’t  

IT IS NOT POSSIBLE TO DETERMINE IT ON THE BASIS OF AVAILABLE DOCUMENTS  

*Note:       

 

58. DOES THE AWARDED CONTRACT CONTAIN MODIFICATIONS MADE THROUGH ANNEXES 

AND IF YES, HOW MANY? 

YES, there are  namely       

NO, there aren’t  

*Note:       

 

59. DO ANNEXES MODIFY DEADLINE, PRICE OR OTHER IMPORTANT CONTRACT ELEMENTS? 

HAVE THESE MODIFICATIONS BEEN ENVISAGED BY TENDER DOCUMENTS OR OTHER 

REGULATIONS (Art. 115 of PPL)? 

YES, they do modify these elements and they have been envisaged  

YES, they do modify these elements but they have not been envisaged  

*Note:       
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APPENDIX 2 –  THE AMOUNTS OF TAXES (FEES) FOR THE FILING OF COMPLAINTS / REQUESTS 
FOR PROTECTION OF RIGHTS 

THE AMOUNTS OF TAXES (FEES) FOR THE FILING OF COMPLAINTS / REQUESTS FOR PROTECTION OF RIGHTS 
BH MNT MCD SRB 

500 BAM (≈ 255 EUR) 
for estimated value up to 

50.000,00 BAM (≈ 25.510,00 EUR) 

1%  
 

of the estimated value of  
 

procurement,  
 

except that the amount of 
 

the fee  
 

must not exceed 
8.000,00 EUR 

100 EUR 
 

for offers up to 
20.000,00 EUR 

40.000,00 RSD  
(≈ 333 EUR) 

in a low-value public procurement 
procedure  

> 400.000,00 RSD (≈3.333,00 EUR)  
to 

3.000.000,00 (≈25.000,00 EUR) 
and in negotiated procedure without 

prior call for competition 

800 BAM (≈ 408 EUR) 
for estimated value  

> 50.000,00 BAM (≈ 25.510,00 EUR) to 
80.000,00 BAM (≈ 40.816,00 EUR); 

2.000,00 BAM (≈ 1.020,00 EUR) 
for estimated value  

> 80.000,00 BAM (≈ 40.816,00 EUR) to 
250.000,00 BAM (≈ 127.551,00 EUR); 

200 EUR 
 

for offers from 
20.000,00 EUR  

to  
100.000,00 EUR 

80.000,00 RSD  
(≈6.667,00 EUR) 

where request for the protection of 
rights is filed before opening of bids, 

or where the estimated value of 
public procurement or price offered 
by the bidder to whom was awarded 

contract, do not exceed 
80.000.000,00 RSD  
(≈666.667,00 EUR) 

3.500,00 KM (≈ 1,786 EUR) 
for estimated value  

> 250.000,00 BAM (≈ 127.551,00 EUR) to  
400.000,00 BAM (≈ 204.082,00 EUR); 

5.000,00 BAM (≈ 2.551,00 EUR) 
for estimated value 

> 400.000,00 BAM (≈ 204.082,00 EUR) to  
800.000,00 BAM (≈ 408.131,00 EUR); 

300 EUR 
 

for offers from 
100.000,00 EUR  

to  
200.000,00 EUR 

7.500,00 BAM (≈ 3.827,00 EUR) 
for estimated value  

> 800.000,00 BAM (≈ 408.131,00 EUR) to  
9.000.000,00 BAM (≈ 4.591.837,00 EUR); 

0,1%  
of the estimated value of public 

procurement or price offered by the 
bidder to whom was awarded 

contract, where that value  
exceeds 80.000.000,00 RSD 

(≈666.667,00 EUR) 

10.000,00 BAM (≈5.102,00 EUR)  
for estimated value  

> 9.000.000,00 BAM  
(≈4.591.837,00 EUR) 

400 EUR 
 

for offers that exceed 
200.000,00 EUR 
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APPENDIX 3 –  FINES AMOUNTS PRESCRIBED FOR THE VIOLATION OF 
THE LAW 

FINES AMOUNTS PRESCRIBED FOR THE 
VIOLATION OF THE LAW 

BH MNT MCD SRB 
 

FOR CONTRACTING 
AUTHORITY: 

 
1.500,00 BAM 
(765,31 EUR) -
15.000,00 BAM 
(7653,06 EUR) 

 
FOR RESPONSIBLE 
PERSON WITHIN 

CONTRACTING 
AUTHORITY: 

 
300 BAM 

(153,06 EUR) - 
3.000,00 BAM (1.531,00 

EUR) 

 
FOR CONTRACTING 

AUTHORITY: 
 

2.000,00 
 –  

20.000,00 EUR 
 

 
FOR RESPONSIBLE 
PERSON WITHIN 

CONTRACTING 
AUTHORITY: 

 
250 – 2.000,00  

EUR 
 

 

Public 
Procurement 

Law of 
Macedonia 

does not 
prescribe 

misdemeanor 
provisions 

 
FOR CONTRACTING 

AUTHORITY: 
 

100.000,00 RSD 
(833.33 EUR ) 

 – 1.500.000,00 RSD 
(12.500,00 evra) 

 
FOR RESPONSIBLE 
PERSON WITHIN 

CONTRACTING 
AUTHORITY: 

 
30.000,00 RSD  

(250 EUR) – 150.000,00 
RSD 

(1250 EUR) 
 

 
FOR BIDDER: 

 
1.000,00 KM  

(510,00 EUR) – 
10.000,00 KM (5.102,00 

EUR) 
 

FOR RESPONSIBLE 
PERSON WITHIN 

BIDDER: 
 

200 BAM  
(102.00 EUR) – 

2.000,00 BAM (1.020,00 
EUR) 

 

 
 
 
 

 
FOR BIDDER: 

 
500 – 6.000,00 

EUR 

 
FOR BIDDER: 

 
100.000,00 RSD 
(833,33 evra) –  

1.000.000,00 RSD 
(8,333.33 EUR) 

 
FOR RESPONSIBLE 
PERSON WITHIN 

BIDDER: 
 

30.000,00 RSD (250 
EUR) –  

80.000,00 RSD (666,66 
EUR) 
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